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TO LEARN WHAT OPPORTUNITIES 
ARE AVAILABLE, PLEASE CONTACT: 

AAAA SCHOLARSHIP 
FOUNDATION, INC. 

49 Richmondville Ave. 
Westport, CT 06880-2000 

(203) 226-8184 
Fax: (203) 222-9863 

aaaa@quad-a.org 

Is YOUR CAREER HEADED 
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION? 

Sometimes it's easier to get by on past 
accomplishments, but for those men and 

women eager to reach for the stars it often 

means expanding their knowledge. Let the 

power of education help propel your career 
to new heights through awards sponsored 

by the AAAA Scholarship Foundation. 

Educational grants and loans are available for 
assistance in obtaining a degree, specialized 

skills or technical knOWledge. Awarded 
annually, scholarships are presented in one, 

two or four year grants ranging from $1,000 

to $15,000. Qualified applicants compete in 
both open and dedicated award categories, 
thereby increasing the chances of winning. 

Dedicated award categories include: 
spouse, company-grade officers, warrant 

officers, enlisted persons, Department of 
the Army civilians, freshman candidates for 
an undergraduate degree in aeronautical 

sciences, upper classmen and graduate. 
These awards have helped hundreds 
of AAAA members and their families 
realize their full potential. 

EDUCATION. YOUR 
FUTURE DEPENDS ON IT. 

Advertisement designed courtesy of DynCorp - The Art Of Technology. 
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Paid Advertisement. Chinooks 
from Companies Band CIl59th 
Aviation Regiment and Com
pany BIlOlst Aviation Regiment 
completed a four-month deploy
ment in Central America, flying 
mercy missions after Hurricane 
Mitch. Chinooks carrying food 
and medicine saved thousands of 
hurricane victims facing starva
tion and death from disease in 
Honduras, Nicaragua and 
Guatemala. Caption provided by 
advertisel: 
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Attention Army Aviators Class 53C-L (San Marcos AFB and Fort Sill , 
Okla.). We are seeking members for a possible reunion in the fall of 
1999. Contact Ed Preisendorfer, 701 Shadow Hills Drive, Grants Pass, OR. 
97526, (541) 955-1064 or Bill McPherson, 1029 Park Dr. #29, Indian Harbor 
Beach, FL 32937, (407) 773-2578. 

Two Army aviators assigned to the 2nd Infantry Division's 2nd Battalion, 
2nd Aviation Regiment, died Feb. 4 when their UH-60A crashed near 
the Twin Bridges Training Area, some 20 miles north of Seoul. Killed were 
pilot in command CWO Robert L. Brown and co-pilot CWO David L. 
Hopkins. Their crew chief, PFC Rockl R. Hernandez, was injured. Also 
injured in the crash were Brig. Gen. Raymond D. Barrett Jr" the 2nd ID's 
assistant division commander for support, and his aide de camp, 1st Lt. 
Michael B. Slegi. The soldiers were on a routine training mission in sup
port of the division 's WARSTEED winter training cycle when the accident 
occurred. The cause of the crash is under investigation by a team from 
the U.S. Army Safety Center at Fort Rucker, Ala. 

The Raytheon Co. has been awarded a Department of Defense con
tract for the qualification and production of the Miniature Airborne 
Global Positioning Receiver 2000, which will provide precision GPS nav
igation for most U.S. military airborne platforms. The firm fixed-price, 
indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity contract has an initial value of 
$8.7 million and a potential long-term value of $167 million. 

John D. Cosgrove, president of Rockwell Collins since 1996, retired on 
Jan. 1. He was succeeded by Clayton M. Jones, the firm's executive 
vice president, who will report to Rockwell's chairman and CEO, Don H. 
Davis. 

Boeing Co. ordnance engineers at the firm 's Mesa, Ariz" AH-64D pro
duction facility have developed a more effective loading system for 
the Apache 's M-230 30mm cannon . The "Sideloader" system enables 
one soldier to load 1 ,075 rounds into an Apache Longbow in less than 
15 minutes. 

Rolls-Royce Pic, the aerospace, defense and energy company, has 
named Richard Lewis its president for North America defense opera
tions. A former director of Army research and technology operations 
and onetime technical director for U.S. Army Aviation Systems 
Command, Lewis was most recently corporate vice president of In 
Corp. 

The ALTUS II remotely operated aircraft built by San Diego-based General 
Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc" (GA-ASI) recently reached a density 
altitude of more than 45,000 feet. The feat - the highest altitude reached 
by any of GA-ASI's family of unmanned aircraft - occurred during a 4.5-
hour flight over Edwards Air Force Base, Calif" in early January. 

Following extensive operational tests , the Air Force and Navy have 
adopted for service the SEE/RESCUE SAR passive signaling device 
developed by Hawaii-based Rescue Technologies Corp. The SAR is a 
compact, high-strength fluorescent orange polyethylene streamer that 
remains afloat and extended to maximum width at all times to provide 
a large, continuous visual target to a irborne and seaborne rescuers. 
Available in a range of sizes, the device requires no power sources, no 
chemicals and no electronics to work, and can be used at sea, on land 
and in snow. 

Briefings continued on page 32 QF 
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The BFGoodrich Aerospace 
new generation HUMS does 
what it was designed for, 
and can do it now! 

Sikorsky Aircraft selected the BFGoodrich Aerospace standardized New Generation HUMS 

(Health and Usage Management System) for all 
-

Sikorsky S-92 and S-76 models. 

The system automatically calculates structural life usage, roto~ 
-..dI~~ 

track and balance adjustments, vibration trending and drive train diagnostics.* The New 

Generation system also performs many other management, and data collection functions includ

ing; fuel management, and power assurance. It also integrates with Cockpit Voice and Flight 

Data Recorders. The accompanying ground -based station automatically evaluates data collected in 
,# 

=-~S--:------"" to parts h usage, and directs maintenance actions ... this offers 
-- - ~{ 

availability, improved 

maintenance decisions, reduces maintenance costs, 

plus, provides an early detection of developing parts failures. 

This open architecture system was also selected for the U.S. Navy, 

Marine Corps, and the Coast Guard H-60 family and the CH-53E model under the Integrated 

Mechanical Diagnostics-Commercial Operations and Support Savings Initiative (IMD-COSSI) 

program, as well as on the Agusta A109K2 and the Eurocopter AS350 and A355 Series. 
'Sensor systems provided in partnership with Vibro Meter, Inc. 

BFGoodrich 
Leading the way with HUMS development. Aerospace 

Aircraft Integrated Systems 

100 Panton Road, Vergennes, VT 05491, USA • 802-877-2911 • Fax: 802-877-4113 



The State 

This year's Aviation Leaders' Tra ining Conference (ALTC) was held the 
first week of February at the U. S. Army Aviation Center and Fort 

Rucker. ALTC brought active and reseNe component brigade 
commanders, c ommand sergeants major, 
active and retired genera l officers and key 

otlllll)Y military leaders together to d iscuss the 
"State of Army Aviation." 

ll,TIll')'I () N by Maj . Gen. Anthony Jones 

This year's Aviation Leaders' Training Conference 
(ALTC) was held the fIrst week of Februaty at the U. S. 
Army Aviation Center and Fort Rucker. ALTC brought 
active and reserve component brigade conunanders, com
mand sergeants major, active and retired general officers 
and key militmy leaders together to discuss the "State of 
Army Aviation." 

ALTC has evolved from what had once been the Brigade 
Conunanders' conference, and now captures the abundant 
talent and experience of the active and reserve component 
military leaders who make up the aviation branch. 

In his keynote address Gen. Jolm N. Abrams, conunand
ing general of U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, 
stressed that the success of the conference was dependent 
upon open conullunlcations in order to identify issues from 
the fIeld. He challenged the pmticipants to look for ways to 
collectively resolve those issues. 

"Each one of you represents a unique capability in the 
Army," Gen. Abrams said. "You're optimized for a mission 
profIle that your cOI1Ul1anders in chief and your operational 
commanders want you to be good at. You have to tell us 
what your needs are. You shouldn't leave here without 
telling us where you think we need to improve on our mis
sion support." 

Gen. Abrams' mandate was successfully achieved through 
a series of open fOlum panel discussions and information 
briefIngs. The briefIngs - conducted by senior aviation ob
server-controllers at the combat training centers, TRADOC 
system managers and various Aviation Center directorates -
allowed participants to hear fU'sthand the current status of 
various projects and issues facing our branch. Panel discus
sions provided current and updated information to the con
ference patticipants and, more importantly, allowed direc
tors, systems managers and fIeld commanders to provide 
on-the-spot feedback to the conference pat1icipants. 

The panel and audience addressed such issues as 
integrating virtual , constructive and live training to 
achieve collective readiness; the impact of FAC 3 des
ignations on leader development; the use of contractors 
on the battlefield; the ongoing development of the 
Combined Arms Training Strategy for different type 
units; and the current trends found during training at 
major combat training centers. 
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Information briefIngs were equally informative. Subject 
matter experts addressed such issues as h'ends in aviation 
training; expected challenges for brigade and battalion 
commanders in the upcoming year; Air Warrior and 
Organizational Clothing and Individual Equipment devel
opments; and numerous issues involved with the t1u'ee-part 
Functional Area Assessment. 

One issue that received the attention of evelY pm1icipant 
was that of force protection. All patticipants agreed that 
regardless of how safe we are in the air, and regardless of 
how effective our risk management is, privately owned 
vehicle accidents are our soldiers' greatest threat. In 
response, driver h'aining will soon be included in the POI for 
Advanced Individual Training, and continue into Common 
Task Training. The Army chief of staff challenge remains: 
Management of risk to reduce all types of accidents. 

In addition to the numerous professional sessions, the 
Aviation Center hosted t1u'ee signifIcant social events to rec
ognize our aviation soldiers, past and present. The no-host 
"Ice Breaker" was held at the newly re-opened Army 
Aviation MuseLUll. The museum, after being closed for near
ly a year, was graced by the presence of the participants who · 
renewed old acquaintances and socialized while enjoying the 
new displays and exhibits. The annual Deparhnent of the 
Army Lt. Gen. Ellis D. Parker Awards luncheon and the 
Anny Aviation Association of America awards dinner, spon
sored by our local FOlt Rucker chapter, recognized the out
standing Army aviation soldiers who shive for and achieve 
excellence in h'aining, maintenance, operations and safety. 

Last year's conference yielded important and complex 
issues. The USAAVNC community immediately dug in and 
went to work to fInd the best solutions. Last year's issues 
included: standardization of crew drills for the AH-64A, AH-
64D and OH-58D; adequate h'aining time at the combat 
training centers; and the concems regarding the 93C MOS. 

Many of this year's key issues revolved around readiness, 
modernization and our cOl11mihnent to soldiers and families 
in the near term. Topics that received the most attention 
included: support persomlel taskings for the CTCs; emerging 
h'ends ii-om the CTCs; and changes to our doch·ine. These 
issues will be addressed by the appropriate USAAVNC 
agency and staffed worldwide. 

"The State of Army Aviation" cont'd. on page 18 
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GUAROIAN® SYSTEMS. 
READY TO TAKE YOU THE DISTANCE. 

GUARDIAN® Extended Range Fuel System 
(ERFS) for the CH-47D. 
A typical ERFS consists of three 800 gallon auxiliary fuel 
tanks with crashworthy self-sealing bladders, single-point 
pressure refueling capability, self-sealing fuel hoses, 
restraint system, electrical cables, an NVG compatible 
fuel control panel with a fuel quantity indicating system 
and a Forward Area Refueling Equipment (FARE) kit. 
The ERFS provides worldwide self-deployment 
capability for the CH-47D. The FARE kit provides 
tactical forward area refueling capability to rapidly 
offload up to 2,400 gallons of fuel to other aircraft 
or weapons systems. 

GUARDIAN® internal Auxiliary Fuel 
System for the APACHE. 
The HM-025-130 internal crashworthy 
auxiliary fuel system provides additional 
mission flexibility, lowers operating costs 
and enhances combat capabilities for 
the AH-64ND. The 130 gallon tank is 
interchangeable with the ammunition 
storage magazine and provides 
mission commanders with the 
option of carrying additional 
weapons on the pylons for deep 
penetration missions or of extending 
endurance for training. The auxiliary 
fuel tank has a crashworthy self-sealing 
bladder, is pressure refueled simultaneously 
with the aircraft, is nitrogen-inerted, and is 
installed or removed by two personnel using the 
Apache Magazine and Auxiliary Tank Transfer 
System (AMATTS) . 
For more information call (602) 967-5185, fax (602) 
968-3019, e-mail robertsonaviation @worldnet.att.net. 
or write PO. Box 968, Tempe, AZ 85280. 

ROBERTSON 
AVIATION 

Range Extension Fuel Systems 



for 

by Lt. Col. David J. Abramowitz 

A nyone who has participated in more than one Combat Training Center (eTC) rotation can attest 
to the fact that winning at a CTC doesn't just happen. The opposing force (OPFOR) is highly trained, 

motivated and always fights with the home-field advantage. The OPFOR's intimate knowledge of the terrain, 
of how we fight (doctrine), and of MILES "gamesmanship" are tough obstacles to overcome. However, with 
the right plan of attack there are ways to even the odds. 

The 1 st Battalion, 1 st Aviation Regiment, the 
"Gunfighters," completed the first-ever battalion

level Combat Maneuver Training Center (CMTC) rota
tion with MILES AGES II installed on its AH-64s. 
Success came from months of planning, preparation and 
a little initiative. 

The ISO-day Plan 
The key to the battalion's preparation was to have all 

staff sections in synch with each other. Although six 
months seems a long time, being forward-deployed in 
Gelmany means the only "constant" is change. The bat-
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talion had to work around the fielding of the Unit Level 
Logistics System-Air (ULLS-A) and a headquarters 
move that included every staff office as well as every 
soldier living in the barracks. 

To add to the difficulty of the CMTC preparation, the 
battalion would complete aerial gunnelY just one week 
before deploying to Hohenfels. That meant that some air
craft would have to be rotated through the MILES installa
tion process while the unit conducted gunnelY; the remain
ing aircraft would get MILES upon returning from 
Grafenwohr. All of this stretched the capabilities of the 
staff, commanders and maintenance personnel to the limit. 

T he first hurdle was to identify times 
that the battalion could set aside for 

training. The key was to ensure that the 
battalions' plans were in harmony with the 
brigade training calendar. This cOOl'dina
tion also let the brigade commander and 
staff know what the battalion commander 
felt was necessary for the unit to be suc
cessful at CMTC. Two field training exer
cises were scheduled in order to focus the 
unit on assembly area occupation, valida
tion of the staff functions, conducting bat
talion-level combat operations, and com
pany-level mission planning cells. 
Additionally, the battalion planned on uti
lizing the talents of the Falcon Team 
(CMTC's Aviation Training Division) to 
assist in the preparation for success . 

MARCH 31, 1999 



I I ':; 
Operational 
Worldwide 

Easy to 
Maintain 

Fuel Efficient 

Proven in Harsh 
Environments 

• • 
. i$~ 

I. () J.\I) t:I). 
Low Cost of Ownership 

Battle-Hardened 

Large Production Base 

Low Risk 

Today's T700 comes loaded with unmatched experience and the best customer value

delivering affordable, reliable performance to all of the Army's Black Hawks and Apaches. 

Tomorrow's turboshaft will come loaded with all the T700's rugged durable features - plus 

demonstrated technology from GE and Army-sponsored JTAGG programs: 

GE's advanced turboshafts are just one example of our commitment to the future of 

military aviation. Programs in support of advanced helicopters and next-generation air

craft like the Navy's Super Hornet and the multi-service Joint Strike Figh ter come loaded 

not only with the latest in technology, but with a commitment to bring the lowest risk 

and highest value to our customers. 

GE Aircraft Engines 



Coordination was made with the CMTC observer-con
trollers to have the U.S. Army, Europe, Leader 
Training Program (ULTP) integrated into the training. 
The Gunfighters were the first aviation battalion to 
request the train-up with the ULTP in recent history. 

ULTP 
The ULTP is mainly geared to training the battalion 

staff in the military decision-making process. Staff 
exercises are conducted while the Falcons apply current 
doctrinal solutions and offer suggestions on ways to 
improve the orders and decision-making process. There 
are three phases to ULTP: Phase I is the Mobile 
Training Team (MTT), Phase II is titled ULTP and 
Phase III is WARLORD. 

During Phase I the Falcons came to the battalion as 
part of their MTT. The goal for this phase was to inte
grate the unit and the Falcons. The instlUction concen
trated on how the OPFOR fights and the tactics used 
successfully by aviation units in the past. 

Phase II, ULTP, is a five-day training event at 
CMTC. The focus centers on the Battalion Battle 
Simulation (BBS) exercise. The staff receives orders 
and develops a battalion order that is executed, through 
BBS, by the companies. 

One of the great benefits during this phase is the ter
rain walle. The commander pushed this to the limit. 

The entire staff went to Hohenfels to drive the battle
field and walk the terrain. The S2 was able to correlate 
key terrain and choke points that were identified on the 
map with the actual terrain. The S3 was able to take a 
ground commander's look at the terrain and visualize 
the ground fight. Additionally, he saw how the OPFOR 
would use terrain to its advantage for concealment from 
the AH-64s. Through this terrain walk the staff realized 
that the OPFOR did not drive through the open terrain. 
They used the sides of the tree blocks to conceal move
ment and allow for a means of escape from direct-fire 
engagements. 

Phase III, WARLORD, was not executed by the bat
talion due to gunnery and insufficient time between 
gunnery and the CMTC rotation. This phase is usually 
run right before the unit begins its situational training 
exercises (STX). The commander felt that our STX 
would be sufficient preparation. 

In the Box 
The results of all the training conducted prior to the 

deployment was obvious from the first mission. The 
integration of a liaison officer to the maneuver brigade 
was critical. He provided information on up-coming 
missions and kept the ground commander informed on 
the Apache's capabilities. The battalion fire support 
officer was involved in the development of all the 
scheme of fires and in Suppression of Enemy Air 
Defenses (SEAD) coordinating. Battle captains were 
able to take brigade-level orders and produce detailed 
and concise warning orders (WARNORDs) for the 
companies. 

Each of the line companies received a WARNORD, 
operations order (OPORD) with graphics, and an 
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Aviation Mission Planning System (AMPS) packet for 
each of the six missions conducted. The companies 
were given sufficient time to plan, and most important
ly, to rehearse every mission. The battalion also con
ducted a rehearsal for each mission, ensuring the coor
dination of all the combat systems that would be 
involved in the fight. 

The battalion brought all of its experience to bear 
against the OPFOR in a night deep attack conduct

ed against a motorized rifle battalion (MRB). Each 
company received a WARNORD roughly 48 hours prior 
to the time on target. The company WARNORDs were 
issued that day and mission planning commenced 
immediately. The battalion OPORD followed the next 
day with a more detailed product with an excellent 
breakdown of where the enemy would be and when. 
Companies further refined their missions and developed 
schemes of maneuver to destroy the MRB. 

The terrain at CMTC is a mix of rolling to steep hills 
covered with evergreen trees. Trying to locate and 
destroy mechanized forces in terrain like this is more 
than challenging. Attack by fire and battle positions 
(BPs) had to be built in depth with detailed engagement 
areas developed for each position. Intervisability drove 
most of the locations for the BPs. The speed at which 
the OPFOR slices tlu-ough the terrain meant that the 
companies had to move quickly to subsequent BPs to 
keep the enemy to their front. The "box" itself is only 
19 kilometers long and at times only five to six kilome
ters wide. What appears as "No Go" terrain to the 
OPFOR is only a means to flank or get behind the 
maneuver brigade. 

The terrain at CMTC is a 
mix of rolling to steep hills 

covered with evergreen trees. 
Trying to locate and destroy 
mechanized forces in terrain like 
this is more than challenging. ' 
Attack by fire and battle posi
tions (BPs) had to be built in 
depth with detailed engagement 
areas developed for each position. 

B ecause of the terrain, direct-fire engagements rou
tinely occurred at less than 1,500 meters, and 

often closer. Battles often resembled a knife fight in a 
phone booth. The constraints of the "box" take away 
the ability of the AH-64 to use its sensors and stand
off capability, forcing aircrews to fight inside the 
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OPFOR's engagement ranges . The S2 and the units 
quickly learned that air defense artillery is not the big 
killer in such confined operations. Crews were shot 
down more often by main-gun rounds from tanks and 
crew-served weapons than ADA. 

M assing fires at times translated into placing four 
Apaches in an area suitable for one or two. 

Control measures were emplaced in order to prevent air
to-air collisions. However, these control measures have 
an adverse effect on maneuverability, decreasing the 
attack helicopters' lethality. 

Each of the companies was able to locate and engage 
the OPFOR, but not with the success that was expected. 
If asked, whether I'd fight Apache helicopters in that 
terrain, my answer would be "no." However, the Army 
trains as it fights, and it could well be that Apaches will 
have to fight in less-than-optimal conditions . The 
CMTC offers realistic training scenarios that challenge 
every part of an Apache battalion/squadron. Once you 
get past the administrative constraints and can use the 
CMTC in the ways its designers intended, it's a great 
training tooL 

Success can be defined in many ways. Beating the 
OPFOR is the most obvious, though meeting the battal
ion's training objectives and coming away a better
trained battalion is the measure of this battalion's suc
cess. Staff training and integration was the number-one 
objective during this rotation. Although staffs have sim
ilar functions in garrison, it takes many hours to make a 
cohesive battle staff. The staffs wartime mission is the 
MDMP, and only at a CTC can staffs really practice this 
very perishable skill. 

Training soldiers is the primary reason for any field 
training exercise. We owe it to our young soldiers to 

make sure that they know what is expected of them in 
combat. We all know that field training is very hard to 
do in an era of shrinking budgets. CMTC is the place 
where USAREUR units can exercise the combined
arms fight. The integration of maneuver elements - avi
ation, infantry and armor - with fire support from the 
field artillery within the same battlespace is graduate
level work. As such, it takes realistic, challenging train
ing to allow battalions to hone their combat skills. CTCs 
offer soldiers the chance to practice their warfighting 
skills and give them the experience we look for in all 
our soldiers. 

These are only two of the training objectives that the 
1st Bn., 1st Avn., used as a focus for training. With the 
assistance of the Falcon team and the focus of the 
brigade and battalion commanders, the Gunfighters are 
a better-trained Apache battalion today. 

- - ---- .: .. :. - - - - --

Lt. Col. David J. Abramowitz is commander oj the 1 Sf 

Battalion, 1st Aviation Brigade. 
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they said it 
couldn't be done! 

Imagine a GPU that's so 
portable you can stow it 
virtually anywhere ... 

Safe to the environment, 
the Tesla Turbo Start uses 
ground breaking dry-cell 
technology ... 

W ith starting capacities up to 3,000 amps 
and 28.5 volt DC output, from 20 to 400 amps. 
Power-up without using external AC power for 
remote use. Our GPU's are used for supplying 
continuous power for aircraft maintenance 
operations. 

C an be charged directly 
from the aircraft bus, 
as well as from any 
common U.S. 110/220 
volt, or European 240 vo __ =----: 

AC electrical outlet. 

302.324.8910 Ext.25 
www.teslaind.com---.. I 
Tesla®TM is a registered 109 Centerpoint Boulevard 
trademark af Tesla Industries, 
Inc. , Turbo Start and Power of New Castle, DE 19720 USA 
Red. ©1999 All rights Phn: 302-324-8910 
reserved. Fax: 302-324-8912 
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WARRANT 
OFFle 

T he warrant 
officer corps is 

embarking on a new 
era. The role of the 
warrant officer has 
been redefined by the 
Army's senior leader
ship and the demands 
of an evolving Army 
mission. We can no 
longer afford to utilize 
warrant officers only 
as technicians - they 
must take on added 
responsibilities, espe
cially in the leader
ship arena. But to do 
this they must be 
afforded ~h~ requisite 
training n~essary to 
succeed. So how do 
we get there from 
here? Training, edu
cation, responsibility, 
accountability, 
empowerment and 
proper utilization! 

ARMY AVIATION 

Warrant officers are often called 
the "Quiet Professionals. " In some 
cases, this quietness has resulted in 
a lack of understanding of what 
warrant officers can add to the 
accomplishment of the Army's mis
sion. While warrant officers in the 
Aviation Branch tend to be given 
the most attention - their branch is 
the largest (in terms of warrant offi
cers), has the highest operating 
cost and is seemingly the most visi
ble - they are only a portion of the 
corps. Many former and current 
members of the military are 
unaware the warrant officer corps 
actually consists of 16 branches 
and 73 specialties and has more 
non-aviators than aviators. While 
there are over 23,000 active, 
National Guard and Army Reserve 
warrants, making up over 14 per
cent (approximately 2 divisions) of 
the total force, the aviator portion 
represents less than fifty percent of 
the total warrant officer corps. 

But the truth is that non-aviation 
warrant officers playas vital a part 
in ensuring the success of the 
Army's mission as aviators. And 
retaining those experienced avia
tion and non-aviation warrants is 
possibly the biggest challenge fac
ing the warrant officer corps. Any 
future changes in the "life cycle" of 
the warrant officer must address the 
means to retain all warrant officers, 
not just aviators. A shortage of war
rants in the aviation community is 
truly no more important than a 
shortage of Patriot warrants. 
Ensuring that the warrant officer 
corps remains technically and tacti
cally proficient, while retaining its 
best soldiers, is a challenge that 
must be met head on. The continu
ing rightsizing of our forces, in
creased operational tempo, quality 
of life issues and ongoing evolution 
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By CWO 5 Thomas Flynn 

of technology require us to maxi
mize our utilization of personnel 
resources. It's a daunting task. 

Over the last two years efforts 
have been made by senior war
rant officers, in key positions, to 
address a variety of issues affect
ing the retention and morale of 
the corps. The fiscal year 1998 
Warrant Officer Leader Devel
opment Conference identified a 
need to mask WO 1 OERs, find a 
means to retain AH-64 pilots, pro
mote technical warrants earlier, 
and create a warrant officer advi
sory council which can assist the 
chain of command in identifying 
initiatives to maximize the contri
butions of the warrant officer 
corps. Partly because of their 
efforts, WO 1 s OERs are being 
masked, a bonus is being given to 
mid-career AH-64 pilots and the 
promotion zone of consideration 
was increased to 18 months for 
tech warrants. Most importantly, 
the recent establishment, by Army 
Chief of Staff Gen. Dennis J. 
Reimer, of the Warrant Officer 
Leadership Advisory Council, has 
provided the corps a means to 
bring warrant officer leadership 
issues directly to the Army'S senior 
leaders. 

The follow-on FY '99 Warrant 
Officer Leader Development Con
ference was recently held at Fort 
Lee, Va. The single most significant 
result of the conference was the 
identification of the need for a re
evaluation of the training require
ments for the corps. Across the 
corps, junior warrants (CWO 2, pri
marily) are being utilized in CWO 
3/4 positions. The qment profession
al and technical training available 
does not prepare our junior war
rants for these positions. The last 
look at this topic occurred in 1986 
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and those issues developed were 
completed in 1992. Since then, 
vast mission , officer utilization 
(OPMS21) and noncommissioned 
officer (CINCOS) changes have 
occurred throughout the Army, 
placing more emphasis on where 
and at what level warrant officers 
are employed. All branch propo
nencies are currently engaged in 
the process of analyzing , evaluat
ing and recommending integral 
changes to the training needs of 
future warrant officers. These possi
ble changes include: 
• Adjusting course length of resi
dent professional development 
training . 
• Providing professional training 
earlier in the "WO life cycle." 
• Increasing opportunities for train
ing with industry. 
• Modification of critical-task lists 
to reflect present and future skills 
requirements. 
• Increased leadership training. 

These changes will ensure the 
Army has qualified and competent 

warrant officer leaders who can 
assume that mantle , should the 
need arise. Based upon the confer
ence's recommendation , the com
mandant of the Career Center will 
forward a request to initiate a "life 
cycle" study of the Warrant Officer 
Corps (WOPMS XXI) . 

Another significant action from 
the conference was the adoption 
of a warrant officer vision state
ment. The statement says that we 
must be: 
• A highly skilled corps capable of 
performing across the full spectrum 
of operational contingencies our 
nation will face in the 21 st century. 
Supports, operates and maintains 
the ever-changing technical sys
tems required to fight and win on 
future battlefields . 
• An officer first and a soldier 
always. 
• Technical expert and tactically 
proficient. 
• Vital to the Total Army mission. 
• A leader, trainer and mentor. 
• Living Army values. 

ARINC 

Mi itary 

and 

Commercial 
Communications, navigation, 

networks, avionics standards, 

The way to succeed in this 
endeavor is crystal clear to the 
corps. If we are to ensure the suc
cess of the Army's future missions 
the training , education, empower
ment and utilization of the Army's 
warrant officers must be placed at 
the forefront of our critical-task list. 
To do otherwise will deny the Army 
the fullest utilization of the talents 
residing within the corps. We must 
allocate the resources necessary to 
ensure their warrant officers remain 
the technicians, tacticians, mentors 
and leaders needed to take our 
Army into the 21st century. Without 
this allocation, we will continue to 
be challenged in the accession and 
retention of some of the brightest, 
most dedicated, patriotic and pro
fessional soldiers in our Army. 

------ .: .. :. ------

CWO 5 Thomas Flynn is the branch 
chief of the Advanced Studies 
Branch at the Warrant Officer 
Career Center, Fort Rucker, Ala. 
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Keeping 
CORROSION 

SPECIAL 
OPERATIONS 

AVIATION 
atBay 
By CWO 4 Charles B. Lapp Jr. 

Life in the Republic of Panama is 
hot, humid and downright sultry 
most of the time. Panama Canal 
Zone rainfall averages more than 
100 inches per year. Add the prox
imity of the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans into the equation and you 
have prime conditions for severe 
corrosion. It's no wonder that the 
U.S . Army Tropic Test Site con
ducts major end-item corrosion 
testing in the Canal Zone. 
Corrosion happens fast at Howard 
Air Force Base and it affects every
thing from aircraft to ground sup
port equipment (OSE) and base 
BBQ grills . 

Okay, "So what?" 
You may think that your environ

ment and methods of operations 
protect your aircraft and equipment 
from corrosion. Wrong answer! 
Have you ever done a preflight at 
0700 and cursed the dew as it 
soaked your flight suit? Have you 
flown in the desert lately? Or land
ed in a dry lake bed and inhaled the 
stimulating alkali dust? Have you 
flown in areas that have high levels 
of such airborne pollutants as smog 
or forest fire smoke? Do your air
craft sit on the ramp in the rain? 
Have you ever canceled a flight 
due to thick fog? All of these situa
tions contain factors that cause and 
promote corrosion . 

Simply defined, corrosion is the 
process of a metal returning to a 
natural ore state through reaction 
with the environment. Dirt, dust, 
sand and salts attract and hold 
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moisture, and this combination will 
speed the corrosion process. Fog 
carries airborne contaminants such 
as nitrates , sulfides and other 
chemicals. These contaminants and 
chemicals form corrosive solutions 
and they will be present on your 
aircraft. High temperature will 
intensify the chemical reaction. 
Saltwater corrodes absolutely, even 
stainless steel. Winds from the 
ocean can carry as much as 100 

(CPC) procedures and intervals on 
Army aircraft based on Mission, 
Design and Series (MDS). H-60-
series Black Hawk helicopters are 
required to have a corrosion 
inspection every 90 days. However, 
this interval could be shortened 
depending on the individual unit 
mission and the operating environ
ment. Now comes the hard part. 
We, as leaders at all levels in the 
Army aviation community, must 

"You may think that your environment 
and methods of operations protect 
your aircraft and equipment from 

corrosion. Wrong answer! " 
pounds of sea salt per cubic mile of 
air. Avionics equipment is particu
larly susceptible to corrosion-relat
ed problems when conditions of 
heat, humidity, moisture and dirt 
combine to allow the growth of 
fungus and molds. The electrolytic 
properties of the acid by-products 
can wreak havoc with your boxes! 
We can never stop the corrosion 
process completely, but we can 
slow it down. 

Chapter 8 of TM 1-1500-328-23, 
"Aeronautical Equipment Main
tenance Management Policies and 
Procedures," gives guidance on 
Corrosion Prevention Contro l 
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ensure that adequate time and 
resources are allocated to corrosion 
control and preventive mainte
nance. This will enhance opera
tional readiness rates, save tremen
dous amounts of money and keep 
our aircraft operating well into the 
21 st century. 

The first step in controlling corro
sion is to analyze your unit METL 
and where you operate geographi
cally. Are factors p'resent that pro
mote corrosion? Read Chapter 7 of 
FM 11-486-29, "Corrosion 
Prevention and Protection," and 
decide for yourself. Then do a 
through inspection of your equip-
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ment and aircraft. Did you find any 
obvious signs of corrosion such as 
rust or pitting? Did you see any
thing less obvious, but just as 
indicative? Look at any place that 
metals come together. Is the paint or 
protective coating bubbled? Look 
closely at rivet heads and joined 
areas, especially underneath your 
aircraft. Paint and other protective 
coatings will mask the corrosion, so 
look for irregularities such as blis
tering or flaking. Underneath such 
areas you will probably find a white 
powdery substance, which is the 
product of corrosion . Read Chapter 
3 of TM- J -1500-343-23 , "Avionics 
Cleaning and Corrosion Preven
tion/Control," for a better under
standing of what corrosion looks 
like on different metals . 

The most important aspect of cor
rosion control is to minimize the fac
tors that promote corrosion in the 
first place. First, keep your aircraft 
clean. A regularly scheduled, thor
ough washing is perhaps the best 
form of preventive maintenance in 
any corrosion-control program. 
Keep the dust, dirt, sand, salts and 
other contaminants off your aircraft 
and a major factor is eliminated . 
This means inside and out. Remove 
panels, cowlings and covers as 
required. Pay particular attention to 
the bottom of your aircraft where 
contaminants collect. If you operate 
over the ocean and encounter salt 
spray on your aircraft, it is extreme
ly important not only to meticulous
ly wash the complete airframe, but 
also to flush the engine(s) using sol
vent and water per the applicable 
technical manual. Do this as soon as 
possible after flight! 

Given the choice, would you park 
your expensive sports car outside in 
the driveway or put it in the garage? 
How much does a helicopter cost 
these days? So, hangar your aircraft 
whenever possible! I know that there 
is not enough space to hangar the 
fleet worldwide, but think about the 
following. Sunlight deteriorates 
paint and protective coatings. Heat 
accelerates the corrosion process 
and can damage components. Pre
cipitation contains contaminants and 
forms corrosive solutions. Reduce or 
eliminate this combination of fac
tors! You will save money and enjoy 
a better operational readiness rate. 
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Phase maintenance provides an 
excellent opportunity to inspect for 
and correct corrosion deficiencies. 
Inspect any place that metals come 
together such as joints and seams. 
Be sure to clean, treat and seal all 
underneath your aircraft. Demand 
that new hardware be used to 
buildup, especially in stress-critical 
areas. Why? Most common hard
ware is plated with zinc, cadmium, 
nickel or tin for corrosion protection. 
Tools remove this plating when the 
same hardware is used over and 
over. Corrosion on hardware com
bined with tension stress can cause 
catastrophic failure. Are you still 
skeptical? Read Chapter 3 ofFM 11-
486-29 and I'll bet you start replac
ing hardware. 

Use approved corrosion-preven
tive compounds per the applicable 
TMs. There are several different 
types in the inventory and a few 
excellent commercial compounds 
that are MILSPEC-approved for 
use. They all have their niche in the 
corrosion-control process. Treat
ment intervals should be based 
upon your operating environment 

and coupled with preventive-main
tenance procedures. 

Development of an effective cor
rosion-control program statts with 
command emphasis. Realize the 
importance of corrosion control and 
allocate the necessary resources to 
implement a program. Inspect your 
aircraft and GSE. Evaluate your unit 
METL as it relates to your complete 
operating environment and identify 
the associated factors that promote 
corrosion. Corrosion inspections are 
a requirement, but remain only one 
patt of an effective program. Your 
corrosion control/prevention mainte
nance program should be based 
upon the analysis of unit-specific 
conditions. Develop, implement and 
stick with a program. You will save 
resources, enjoy higher operational 
readiness and keep the aircraft fly
able well into the 21st cenhllY 

CWO 4 Charles B. Lapp Jr. is the 
Maintenance Platoon leader for 
Company D, 160th Special Oper
ations Aviation Regiment at Fort 
Campbell, Ky. 

Windshield Buddy for military helicopters are government approved covers being 
used and endorsed by battalions throughout the different branches of service, Aviation 
Division of the United States Armed Forces worldwide. Including military armed 
forces foreign countries. Made of durable fiber re-enforced outer shell with a scratch 
resistant pro-tec-tive liner. Protecting windscreens & compo'nent parts from 
environmental elements such as sand, sun and stones thrown from helicopter blades 
as well as ice and snow. The CH-47DIMH-47E Chinook Canopy featured this 
month, covers the main windscreen and wraps around jettison doors for additional 

coverage. 
Light weight to be easily stowed on board in its own container. We ship worldwide. 
Government IMPACNisalMC card accepted. "Patent Pending" All Rights 
Reserved. 

View our web site to see additional Windshield Buddy 
covers installed on various aircraft. 
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TIll ... 
Comancha Engina 
Program in Transition 

CHANGING THE CULTURE 

A s the RAH-66 Comanche heli
copter program proceeds toward 

another fiscally driven restructuring 
initiative, the T800 government
industry team continues to focus on 
the transition from engine develop
ment to production. 

Over the past three years, the Light 
H~licopter Turbine Engine Company 
(LHTEC) and Comanche T800 
Product Manager's Office (PMO) 
underwent significant programmatic 
and functional changes. Despite 
sweeping changes in key personnel 
and the organizations, the T800 team 
worked diligently to adjust engine 
delivery and test schedules, balance 
budgets and initiate an Early 
Production and Fielding Program 
(EPAF) supporting both the National 
Guard Bureau and the Comanche 
Program. The later will allow early 
engine operational experience and 
provide tremendous cost avoidance 
associated with keeping the T800 
vendor base warm until Comanche 
completes development. The road has 
not been without a few billnps! 

To accommodate the evolving and 
expanding T800 product line, Allied 
Signal Engine Company and the Rolls 
Royce-Allison pmtnership attempted 
to re-engin'eer LHTEC's internal man
agement structure. Additionally, in 
June 1998 the Almy decided not to 
retain a militmy officer and aviator as 
the T800 product manager (PM). The 
continued downsizing ofmilitaty offi
cers in the Army Acquisition Corps 
necessitated this "civiliaruzation" ini
tiative, which is arguably now more 
the trend than the exception based on 
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recent reviews of the Military 
Acquisition Position List (MAPL). 

For the Allny, an expanded T800 
product line meant a more complex 
program with opportunities for risk 
reduction and reduced costs in pro-

by Lt. Col. Robert P. Binningham 

changed to provide a single military 
and a single commercial T800 PM to 
ensure the necessaty focus and syn
chronization of effort to attain maxi
mum benefit to the military and com
mercial programs. 

CONTRACTOR PM ORGANIZATIONS 

1993 1996 

T800 Engine Program 

duction, as well as many more man
agement challenges. The loss of the 
military PM meant much less mili
tary experience in the acquisition 
process, which should be cause for 
concern for our soldiers and aviators 
- who are the final stop in the pro
curement process. For LHTEC, 
these changes drove a complex and 
occasionally contentious partnership 
in order to remain competitive and 
sensitive to the Army's "user" 
requirements. Collectively, these 
events reflect a widespread, chang
ing procurement culture in the Army 
that necessitates a change in the way 
the government and industry will do 
business in the future . 

Re-EngineerinQ 
the Partnorsnip 

In late 1996 the T800 PMO and 
LHTEC "way of doing business" 
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T800 Engine Program 

Contractor PM 
Organizations 

Neither of these "industry" PM posi
tions required nor necessitated any 
prior military user experience because 
each of the previous five Almy T800 
PMs had a sh·ong background in user
level aviation and aviation mainte
nance, as well as several years in 
Depattment of Defense program man
agement. This mTangement provided a 
sufficient user-to-material-developer 
interface, enabling implementation of 
MANPRINT and user related RAM 
initiatives that would positively impact 
the soldier, operating costs and system 
performance after fielding. The "user" 
interface centered at the PM also pro
vided a solid reality «heck as program 
costs became independent vatiables in 
the development process. The militaty 
expertise in the PMO often became the 
single most impOltant rationalization 
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for user requirements that could not be 
compromised or slipped. 

Despite the changes in organization, 
the LHTEC corporate Shl.lcture and 
culture remained the same. The top 
level leadership of LHTEC rotated 
biennially between the partnership 
prime vendors' military engine vice 
presidents at Allied Signal Aerospace 
and Allison Engine companies. 
LHTEC's senior leaders had many 
other duties and responsibilities with 
their parent companies and, as a conse
quence, they served LHTEC on an as
needed/part-time basis, leaving the 
LHTEC PMs to deal with the day-to
day detailed program details and the 
tactical focus. 

This situation at times resulted in 
less than ideal communications, slower 
than ideal tacticallsh'ategic decision 
making and, in a few cases, corporate 
friction and de-focus with the resulting 
confusion arising between the parh1ers 
and the goverrunent PMO. Although 
the Atl11Y PMO had one LHTEC mili
taty and one conunercial PM to focus 
problem resolution with, the LHTEC 
T800 PMs had the virtually impossible 
tasks of coordinating and focusing 
complex militaty and civilian varia
tions of a multi-engine program with 
the normal conh'actual, engineering, 
testing and business actions between 
the Phoenix and Indianapolis opera
tions, without the advantage of full
time, day-to-day leadership and con
flict resolution. 

By early 1997 the original Atmy 
T800 engine program had grown into 
several derivative configurations with 
several potential T800 foreign and 
domestic customers looming, includ
ing the Atl11Y National Guard's EPAF 
program to re-engine the UH-1 as an 
interim solution for the emerging Light 
Utility Helicopter (LUH) requirement. 
Most impOitantiy, all these programs 
depended upon a successful Comanche 
T800 program. 

At this point the LHTEC T800 
industry team was an extremely 
"stovepiped" and mah'ixed organiza
tion with unclear reporting procedures 
and channels within each company and 
across the pattnership. The result, by 
early 1997, was an organization that 
began to exhibit indications of low 
employee morale, a less than ideal 
focus and synchronization, and the 
routine loss of key persorulel before 
LHTEC or government management 
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could react to prevent or immediately 
backfill the loss. There was growing 
and widespread misinformation about 
test results and program status, as well 
as an uncoordinated sh'ategy for the 
T800 future across the pattnership. 
Periodic T800 Program Management 
Review (PMR) meetings provided the 
main venue for cost, schedule and test 
status repOiting, though this was nor
mally dated information or incorrect 
data to use in the evolving program. 

In late 1997 unplaru1ed govelwnent 
budget reductions and engine-celtifica
tion test delays, coupled with the 
changing Comanche program sched
ules, began to place the Atl11Y T800 
program on a path leading to signifi
cant budget and schedule over-mns. In 
February 1998 the LHTEC T800 
Militaty Program Manager left the pro
gram for a new position. Simul
taneously, a change in cost accounting 
system and a new process of cost allo
cations was implemented at the Allison 
Engine Company. This, coupled with 
the additional test delays and under
forecast labor rates resulting f1'om a 
sh'ong economy, adversely effected an 
ah'eady growing program Variance At 
Completion (VAC) over-run. 

ment's perspective, the progressive 
loss of key LHTEC T800 engineers 
and managers indicated a serious lack 
of commitment to program success. 

Initial perceptions in LHTEC about 
the loss of the military T800 PM sug
gested that the Army and Comanche 
program were downgrading the 
importance and relevance of the 
engine program. To overcome these 
perceptions LHTEC hired a new mil
itary T800 PM in late April 1998 and 
a full-time LHTEC president in May 
1998; they were charged with con
trolling and reducing the over-runs 
and refocusing the industry team. 
Together they instituted a new leader
ship process providing an empower
ment framework for tactical program 
decisions below the corporate board 
of directors, and established clear 
lines of cOimnunication and direct 
reporting which resulted in a much 
more responsive organization for the 
government PMO to deal with. 

By June 1998 the Atmy aviation 
LTC T800 PM was replaced with a 
civilian (GS-14) PM who, although 
he had no aviation experience, did 
have solid logistics and managerial 
skills. It was clear that the new PM 

LHTEC 
VARIANCE@ COMPLETION LESS MANAGEMENT RESERVE 

-t;t- NETVAC 
($615K) ............. 
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Perceptions 
The implementation of the Rolls 

Royce Aerospace acquisition of the 
Allison Engine Company, coupled 
with the Army Acquisition Corps
directed mili-
tary-to-civil-
ian T800 PM 
transition , 
increased the 
perception of 
future uncer
tainty and 
program sta
bility for the 
T800. From 
the govern-

Program Manager 
Military Programs 

Indianapolis 
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was up to handling the task of bring
ing T800 out of development and into 
production. However, concerns about 
losing the military interface remained 
at both LHTEC and at TRADOC. 

LHTEC 1998 

President 
Full Time 

Program Manager 
Program Manager 

Commercial 
Commercial TurboShaft 

TurboProp Phoenix IndianapoliS 
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The Solution 
The new LHTEC military pro

grams manager brought to the pro
gram a resume of Army aviation and 
program management success, cou
pled with extensive end-user and 
fielding/fielded system sustainment 
experience . This PM selection 
promised to keep the military user 
needs and military-to-contractor 
interface well balanced. The new 
LHTEC president brought previous 
experience in the early development 
phase of the T800. More importantly, 
he also brought a wealth of experi
ence in proven commercial partner
ship management, production imple
mentation and fielded-systems cus
tomer support, thereby focusing the 
industry team on production execu
tion and fielded-systems support. 

The outgoing Atmy PM assisted the 
new LHTEC PM transition! assimila
tion process by identifying specific 
focus areas that were perceived as 
sources of managerial impediments 
contributing to program shOltfalls with
in the LHTEC partnership. Friction 
between the partners, slow response to 
government issues and concerns, and an 
action plan that directly addressed the 
increasing Variance-At-Completion 
(VAC) were issues on top of the list for 
the newly assigned indushy PM. 

The Result 
The new LHTEC management 

team's review, audit and change of 
numerous processes and procedures ' 

"The State of Army Aviation" cont'd . from pg. 6 

The annual Aviation Leaders' Train
ing Conference is the fOlUm that lays the 
groundwork for our leadership to attack 
challenges head-on. Leaders from 
across the Atmy aviation spechum are 
detelmined, capable and ready to propel 
Atmy aviation into the next millennium. 
The challenges facing the Aviation 
Branch will be met with the same fervor 
and energy that has made our Atmy the 
sh'ongest, best equipped militmy force 
in the world. 

Just as the Aviation Leaders' Training 
Conference is the fOlUm to discuss 
branch issues, so is the AAAA National 
Convention. The convention scheduled 
for this May in Nashville, Tenn., will be 
the fOlUm in which we focus on all 
aspects of Atmy aviation. This year's 
theme, "Heroes, Heritage, and Hard-
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made a significant impact on the pro
gram. Clear lines of responsibility 
and authority were implemented. The 
focus of the pmtnership was refined 
and the members of the two partner 
organizations were drawn closer 
together. The remaining development 
tests were reviewed, and input from 
both the government and industry 
team members on how to accomplish 
the test intent and diminish risk while 
reducing or avoiding costs was also 
implemented. The ovenun to date 
was reduced over 91 percent. 

As a result of the new LHTEC PM's 
militalY experience and understanding 
of the government acquisition process, 
he forged a close relationship with the 
new civilian Atmy PM. They estab
lished procedures that allowed prob
lems and their resolutions to be brought 
to a quick conclusion. This balance 
clearly kept T800 on h·ack. 

Conclusions 
This mticle makes two points. First, 

changing the culture in a paltnership in 
which the paltners are fierce competi
tors in the same marketplace is h'icky 
business. LHTEC is successfully adapt
ing to changes in the T800 program and 
the Atmy Acquisition Corps by push
ing cultural change through solid man
agerialleadership, improved cOlmnuni
cation and empowerment. 

Second, as the Atmy Acquisition 
Corps continues to downsize its mili
tary population, more government 
civilians with little or no militalY user 

ware," promises to be an appropriate 
blend of showcasing the past and an 
insightful look at the future. The con
vention provides an excellent OppOltu
nity to build upon the outstanding rela
tionship that we have with indushy, and 
to relay to indushy the capabilities we 
need to accomplish our future mission. 
In addition, indushy takes this opportu
nity to display the flUits of its eff0l1s as 
it unveil new systems and hardware. 

The convention is just another step in 
the right direction toward providing our 
deserving aviation soldiers the best 
training and resources available to 
accomplish their missions. The conven
tion is sure to be as rewarding and pro
ductive as ever. 

I'd like to take this opportunity to pub
licly recognize the hard work that so 
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or product experience will enter the 
AAC workforce as product and project 
managers. These civilian leaders 
should be chosen carefully in order to 
match personnel skills with product 
requirements. Industty must also be 
tuned to these "customer" personnel 
changes and seek out, when possible, 
former militmy "users" and managers 
to keep complex programs in focus 
with the user's requirements. 

The job of material development can 
be eXh'emely h'oublesome for indushy 
while waiting for new Atmy managers 
to climb steep leaming curves. Without 
a balance in industty and the govern
ment, we will soon be fielding systems 
to users with less and less experience. 
The result will be less consideration 
given to RAM, MANPRINT and life
cycle SUppOlt issues that directly impact 
the soldiers receiving these systems. 

The unique perspective that an avi
ator gives an aviation program, or a 
tanker gives a tank program, should 
not be undersold. Our civilians are 
doing a great job, but keeping mili
tary expertise on military systems 
makes sense for both industry and the 
government. As long as this balance 
is maintained, our aviators and sol
diers will continue to get the best 
from our procurement process. 
------ .: .. :. ------
Lt. Col. Robert P Birmingham, a senior 
Army aviator and former T800 product 
managel; is currently a National Secur
ity Fellow at Hal1JGld University's John 
F. Kennedy School ofGove/'/1/1lent. 

many of you conh'ibuted to ensure that 
the Aviation Leader's Training Con
ference was an ovelwhelming success. 
Your eff0l1s to showcase FOlt Rucker 
paid dividends, both tangible and intan
gible. Your dedication to duty and will
ingness to go the exh'a mile ensured a 
meaningful experience for the leaders of 
our branch, our Atmy and our counhy. 
It is your eff0l1s and actions that cause 
our counhy's leaders to refer to Fort 
Rucker as a "National Treasure." Please 
accept my thanks on behalf of the entire 
Aviation Branch. You are all huly 
"Above the Best." 
- - - --- .: .. :. ---- --

Maj. Gen. Anthony Jones is com
manding general of the Us. AI'I11Y 
Aviation Center at Fort Ruckel; Ala., 
and chief of the aviation branch. 
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The Case for 

Rotary Wing Aviation Employment 

Air CavalrylReconn~issance 
-- Provide Infonnation 
-- Provide Reaction Time 
-- Provide Maneuver Space 
-- Preselve Combat Power 

(Economy of Force) 
-- Facilitate Movement 
-- Provide Force Security 

Attack 
-- Attack Almored or Light Forces 
-- Extend Influence of Force 
-- Reinforce Gt'ound Forces 
-- Defeat Enemy Penetrations 
-- Dominate Avenues of Approach 
-- TIleater Missile Defense 
-- Suppression of Enemy Air Defense 
-- Provide InfOlmation/Security 

Utility 
-- Air Assault 
-- Air Movement 

(supplies, equipment, personnel) 
-- Conunand & Control 
-- Medical Evacuation 
-- Search &Rescue 
-- Aerial Mine Warfare 
-- IntelligencelElectronic Warfare 

Cargo (Heavy Lilt) 
-- Air Movement 

(supplies, equipment, personnel) 
-- Aerial Recovery 
-- Air Assault 

Objective(s) 

Gain Infonnation 
Dominance 

Protect the Force 

Decisive Operations 

Protect the Force 

Shape the 
Battiespace 

Sustain the Force 

Project the Force 

Sustain the Force 

Project the Force 

A s the pressure to further reduce the Army's 
Research, Development and Acquisition 

(RDA) budget grows, major aviation moderniza
tion initiatives are certain to face additional 
scrutiny, Withstanding this scrutiny depends, to 
a large degree, on ensuring these programs and 
their impact on the future needs of the Army are 
well understood. 

Relevance 
Aviation units conduct combat, combat sup

port, and combat service support utilizing a 
variety of platforms. Air cavalry/reconnais
sance units conduct reconnaissance and 
security operations to provide the tactical 
commander critical combat information, early 

Where? 

Division 

Annored Cavalry Regiments 

Corps 

Division 

AiI'c.'aft 

)r =.: OH-58C 

~, AH-l --
OH-58D 

AH-l 

) • OH-58D 

AlTllOred Cavalry Regiments t Zi ~ 
_j . AH-64AID* 

Echelons Above Corps 

Corps 

Division 

Annored Cavalry Regiments 

Echelons Above 

Corps 

UH-l 

UH-60AIL 

CH-47D 

warning , and force protection. Attack heli
copter units , with the capability to deliver pre
cise , lethal fires without massing forces , pro
vide a unique maneuver force that contributes 
to all forms of offensive and defensive com
bat. Utility and cargo helicopter units provide 
tactical air movement of combat forces and 
their assets, allow commanders and their 
staffs to command while on the move, and 
perform front line medical evacuations. 

These forces provide increased speed, 
range of fire and maneuver, an~ mobility of 
troops and equipment in support of opera
tions from war to stability and support. No 
other force can match aviation's ability to 
rapidly project the force and build combat 



Special thanks to Brig. Gen. James M. Hesson, Ret., and the Directorate of 
Combat Developments, Ft. Rucker; Ala., especially, Col. Jesse Danielson 
and Mr: Jeffi·ey Longchamp for their contributions to this special report. 

power in an immature theater. Speed and terrain 
independent mobility offset the affects of distance 
and undeveloped transportation networks through
out the military operation. These attributes ensure 
aviation will be a key facilitator in achieving infor
mation dominance and providing force sustainment 
and transition . Aviation is ideally suited to provide 
the jOint force the lethality, speed , mobility and ver
satility required to meet future worldwide demands. 

Modernization Driving Factors 
The current rotary wing fleet consists of approxi

mately 5,000 aircraft. This is a significant reduction 
from the 8,500+ aircraft in the inventory 10 years 
ago. As detailed below, the average age of the 
rotary wing fleet is over 17 years. Average ages for 
individual aircraft are shown in the legend. 

Significant numbers of aging 
AH-1, UH-1 , and OH-58C remain 

ernization decisions, warfighting capability is the 
most compelling. The figure above also provides a 
RED/ AMBER/GREEN assessment of warfighting 
capability for each aircraft. Greater than 30 percent 
of the current fleet is assessed RED in terms of 
warfighting capability. The RAH-66 Comanche, AH-
64D Apache Longbow, UH-60 Modernized Black 
Hawk, and CH-47 Improved Cargo Helicopter mod
ernization programs are essential to allow retire
ment of these aircraft and offset additional fleet 
obsolescence. 

The special insert in this issue provides a brief 
"primer" on each of these major modernization ini
tiatives. After reviewing this insert, we believe you 
will agree that the Army can afford no further pro
gram delays. 

in the inventory. Aviation's so
called "modern" aircraft were 
introduced in 1977 (U H-60A), 
1981 (CH-47D), 1982 (AH-64A), 
1985 (OH58D), and 1989 (UH-

Fleet 
Average 

17.5 Years 

Rotary Wing Fleet Age 
Fiscal Year 1999 

Fleet 
MeilJD.n 
15 Yean 

60L). For planning purposes, air-
craft useful life projections are 30 
years for utility (UH-1 and UH-60) 
and 20 years for reconnaissance 
and attack (AH-1 , OH-58C, AH-1 , 
OH-58D). When the CH-47B/C 
aircraft were remanufactured to 
the CH-47D in the 1980s and 
early 1990s, a twenty-year life 
extension was projected . The bot
tom line is a large percentage of 
the fleet exceeds or is approach
ing the replacement or remanu
facture point. Although age is an 
important consideration in mod-

400 

100 

iii UH-1 (28 Yrs) 0 OH-58D (6 Yrs) IB .AH.o4A (12 Yrs) 

o .AH-1 (29 Yrs) IZI UH.oOA (16 Yrs) 0 .AH.o4D (4 Yrs) 

OH-58C (28Yrs) 0 CH-47(12Yrs) 1i5I UH.oOL(SYrs) 

39% of Fleet 
Assessed RED 

o +-'-"'-+'1'+ 
35 29 23 17 

AGE (\'l's) 
11 5 



RAH-66 Comanche 
First Unit Equipped: 2008 
~._::O:::===:::==::::;;::::::~~Lor se to the tactical commander's combat 

Future doctrine calls 
for fluid, high tempo more 
expansive battlefields. This requires 
survivable, rapidly deployable, multi-role aircraft 
capable of achieving near-real-time sensor to 
shooter linkages with a high degree of coupling to 
UAVs and other C31 assets. The RAH-66 
Comanche will provide tactical reconnais
sance to clarify information obtained from 
UAVs or national assets and force protection 
for the mobile forces of the next century. 

The Comanche, which executed its first 
flight in 1996, introduces major technologi
cal advances in the acquisition and pro
cessing of battlefield information , rotary 
wing aircraft survivability, and logistical sup
port. Fielding strategies place Comanche 
first in air cavalry/reconnaissance units, 
where it will provide accurate and timely 

E.nNr.ctdSitut.liore.1Awutl'lW 
NBC PkdKtioNDd tc60n 
IUd""" LosisliN Toil 
EnNnttd Rttitbilil)fM>i~oiNbUity 
Spotdea.poli>ility _M-.,·W<K·" 
S.IDRap.l Doplo)Obih1y 
IWI&. ror~.pOpRtions 

Wo,1I\mt fli, lI l\lfo""""'1I\)iood 
low IRJRF Sic"'''IU 
Ball.", Suvivtbitity 
Eo<.MdTt'l"1 Aeq ~'I"o..""l 
Air CmbaIC.l"blo 
Ni&hl V .. io. Pilo"" Sl*m 
('",nlt<! A,nSwvivolitityEq1lifD"nI 
S~odOpnlio ... 
T.uie.lb.~lMt CoMp1t1>i1 ity 
OI'S &llo .. Lint-or.si&hI CoItlMO 
ColllP'li>l. T • .,. (~tJSpetdI T,~rc) 
Ni&hlT",.IA<quisilio. 
Stlt·Cotttined th~"tioft 
Oi(ilol r",.1 HudM, 
HtOOa 

Air-to-AitM. i» 
Firdi" 

./ Reconnaissance/Security/Attack 

./ Quartel-back of the Digital Battlefield 

./ RangelPayloadlEndurance Compatible 
wlRequirements 

./ Survivable by Design 

information , security or firepower needs. It will 
also provide critical combat power during 
early/forced entry operations as the attack aircraft 
in light divisions, complement the Longbow 
Apache in a scout role by closing undetected to 
acquire targets, and meet requirements for 
special operations forces light attack operations . 
Approximately 1200 RAH-66 are needed to meet . 
these requirements. 

Approximately 500 AH-1 Cobra aircraft remain 
in the Army inventory. These aircraft, which aver
age over 25 years old , have inadequate flight per-

Advan~ed 
TechnOlogy 

Rotor 

Hluh Resplution 
!'fIght VISion 

Pilofage System 

Advanced Target 
Acquisition 

System 

formance, weapons and mission equipment to 
meet requ irements. Approximately 390 OH-580 
Kiowa Warrior will remain in the inventory well 
into the 21st century. The OH-580, a remanu
factured OH-58C with target acquisition, avion
ics and weapon system upgrades, falls far short 
of mission requirements . It is simply not cost 
effective to upgrade Kiowa Warrior to address 
major deficiencies in weapon payload, speed, 
endurance, IR/RF signature and ballistic protec
tion against small-arms fire. 

AVERAGE AGE OF RECONNAISSANCEI 

LIGHT ATTACK FLEET 

w/Comanche 
w/o Comanche 

FY2005 
18 
18 

FY2015 
13 
28 

FY2025 
10 
38 
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CH-47D Modernization =-~~-... ..... 
First Unit Equipped: FY 2004 

A s the U.S. Army's only heavy lift cargo heli
copter, the mission of the CH-47 is to transport 

(by internal or external means) weapons, ammuni
tion, equipment, troops and other cargo in general 
support of combat or stability and support oper
ations. The Army inventory consists of 
approximately 430 CH-47 fielded primarily to 
aviation brigades at Corps. History has 

714 Engine Program + Improved Cargo Helicoptel' (ICH) PI'o!P'am 
= 20 Y 1l3l' Life Extension 

proven that the CH-47 is essential in support-
ing the spectrum of Army mission require-

1===--11 EXTENDED 
I!::::::::::::::::::==:r' RANGE 

Rebuilt Airframe 
Airframe 
Stiffening 

ments. The CH-47 has proven itself from 
Vietnam to the Gulf War, to civil support fight-

.--- ----, Structulrlre~_.!! .... ~:,,:::; ___ e:::;;;:::" __ : 
REDUCED -

ing forest fires to peacekeeping operations in 
Bosnia. 

OPERATING & 
SUPPORT 

1,"==C=O~ST=S ::::::r' NewElectrlcal 
- WIring & 

The CH-47 was first fielded in 1962. The 
CH-470 modernization program extended air
craft useful economic life of the original CH-
47 A/B/C approximately 20 years beginning in 
1982. Consequently, the CH-470 remanufac
ture point will be reached in FY 2002 . 

Hydraulic Tuhlng 

Avionics 
U,lgrade 

ElECTRONIC 
ARCHrrECTURE 

Data Bus GPSBased 
Navigation 

.. ~PR-O-VI-SI-ON-S~F~O~R r-~~~ 

MODERN ASE 

Payload and range capability has fallen 
below the requirement after years of aircraft 
modifications. The CH-470 is not compatib le 
with the Army XXI digital battlefie ld and Operating 
F.lnd Support (O&S) costs continue to rise. 

Modernized 
CH47 

RE QUIRE MENTS 

An immediate requirement is to upgrade the 
existing engines to recapture lift and range require
ments. The Improved Cargo Helicopter (ICH) pro

gram will extend aircraft life 
through vibration reduction, struc
tural modifications, and addition of 

Cargo 
Assessment 

Advanced Aircl1lft Survivability Equipment 
Electroni c Archilecture (data bus) 
Reduced V ibl1ltion 
Tl1lnsport 16,000 lbs, 50 NM radius 

.. M198 

.. Dual TOW HMMWV s 

.. Fulure Aviation Forward Annlng & 
Refueling System 

.. Fulure Lightweight Howitzer w/Ammo, 
Crew, & Digital Fire Control 

CH47D Tactical Internet Compatibility 
r-----!-I---+-.r- Tl1lnsport 31 Troops/IOO NM radius 

Non·Line.of-Sight Communications 
10NM I1ldiusll5,OOO lbs. 
SelfDeploy 
lnlemal/ EKlemai Loads 
Line of Sight Communications 
Global 

/ Air MovementlRecovery, Air Assault 
/ Extend Service Life 20-25 Years 
/ Restore Payload/Range Performance 
/ Reduce Operating and Support Costs 
/ Digital Battlefield Compatibility 

an electronic architecture for digiti
zation and future avionics compati -
bility. Failing to modernize the CH-
470 means that by 2015 the air
craft will have 30 year old sys
tems/subsystems, will not be capa
ble of transporting critical combat 
systems such as the M198, will not 
be compatible with the digital bat
tlefie ld and will have O&S costs 
more than 50% greater than today, 

AVERAGE AGE OF CARGO FLEET 

with ICH 
w/O ICH 

FY1998 FY2010 FY2015 
11 13 13 
11 23 28 



AH-64D 
First Unit Equipped: 1 998 

The AH-64D Apache Longbow provides the 
ground-force commander the capability to deliver 
synchronized, massed effects on the battlefield 

PRECISE 
DIRECTION 
FINDINGTO 

in day, night, and adverse weather. It represents 
a key component of the Army's strategy to incre
mentally improve capability to ensure continued 
combat overmatch. 

The AH-64D is a remanufactured AH-64A which 
provides precision inertial and Global Positioning 
System (GPS) navigation, enhanced displays and 
crew stations, structural upgrades, digital communi
cations, modifications to allow each aircraft to fire 
the RF Hellfire missile and aircraft reliability 
improvements. The current program objective calls 
for 227 Longbow Weapon System mission kits 

which consist of the Longbow Millimeter Wave 
(MMW) radar, Radar Frequency Interferometer 
(RFI) and upgraded engines. The radar automati
cally detects, classifies, and prioritizes targets for 
handover to the fire and forget RF Hellfire missile, 
significantly increasing survivability, rates of fire and 
adverse weather capability. 

Heavy 
Attack 

Aircraft 
Assessment 

"Capability Measurement " 

./ Attack Operations 

The goal is to remanufacture all AH-64A aircraft 
to the AH-64D configuration. The impact of Apache 

Longbow goes well beyond the capa
bilities it delivers against armored 

OperaUna & Support Costs 
Enhanced ReIlabill\)'Mah.tainability 

Enhanced Situational Awareness 
Embedded Trabung 

Adver ... Weather Target Acquisition 
Rapid Target Acqulsltlon/Sl!lvi:ing 

Automati: T8I\IetPrioritlzation 
Reduced E>posure Tim. 
Fir. and FOl1let Missile 

ModernlEflkient Coc\q>lt 
Self Deployable 

Range Ibr DeEp Operations 
Non Line-or-Sight Communications 

Worldwlda FL T ParformanceIPayload 
Weapon Load F""'IlWty 

Night Vision Ptlotage 
Digital T8I\IOt Handover 

SufIlcient Loiter TIn-e 
Adequate Weap on Payload 
Night T3l1lOt Acquisition 

He1If .... 
Self-Contained N avigetlon 

ATGM/Rockets/Gun 

threat and in adverse weather condi
tions. 
• Extends the life of the Apache Fleet. 
It will be beyond the 2020 timeframe 
before an AH-64D replacement can be 
afforded . 
• Addresses the digital connectivity 
requirements for Army XXI necessary 
for interoperability and situational 
awareness. 
• Reduces the AH-64As workload 
intensive mission equipment. 
• Provides significant supportability 
enhancements, which will save millions 
of dollars over the life of the aircraft. 

AVERAGE AGE OF HEAVY AnACK FLEET 

./ Adverse Weather Target Engagement 

./ Improved Lethality & Survivability 

./ Digital Connectivity 

FY1998 
with AH-64D 11 
w/o AH-64D 11 

FY2005 
11 
18 

FY2010 
8 

23 



UH-60 Modernization 
First Unit Equipped: TBD 

UH-60(X) = Life Extension + Deficiency Fixes 

The UH-60 Black Hawk is the Army's pri
mary air assault, air movement and medical 
Evacuation (MEDEVAC) aircraft. Air assault 
forces overcome obstacles, assist in the 
seizure of critical terrain, and perform follow-

\I ~~~;-_'I PRO\nSlONS FOR 
100 MODERN ASE 

on and support missions to preserve the 
momentum of attack. UH-60 air-movement 
operations move supplies and equipment, reposition 
forces on the battlefield and perform downed aircraft 
recovery to sustain combat operations. MEDEVAC 
UH-60s provide timely, efficient movement and en 
route care of sick, wounded or injured to medical 

treatment facilities . Other missions include airborne 
command and control, aerial mine warfare , and com
bat search and rescue . Variants of the UH-60 (EH-
60, MH-60) are also used for electronic warfare and 
special operations. 

UH-60A production began in 1977. Over 900 UH-
60A remain in the fleet with no 

REQUIREMENTS 

Capable thru 2025 T imeframe 
Open Electronic Architecture 
Advanced ASE 
Land Warrior Interface 
Army XXI Digital Connedivity 
9,000 Pound Extemal Lift 
Range/Lift fa' Deep Operations 
Range/Lift fa' Ail' Assault 
Jam Resistant Communications 
Non Line.of·SightCommo 
Global Navigation System 
Adequate Troop Capacity 

't---++ii~-H--~I!- Doa' Gun Capability 
Internal Hoist 
Cargo Hook 
Rear Area 

,/ Air Movement, Air Assault, MEDEV AC, 
Command & Control, Search & Rescue, 
Aerial Mine Wa.·fare, Intel/Electronic Warfare 

,/ Extend Service Life 20-25 Years 
,/ Restore Payload/Range Performance 
,/ Reduce Operating and Support Costs 

replacement envisioned until the 
2025 timeframe. Unless something 
is done before this timeframe, these 
aircraft will average over 40 years 
old . Over 400 UH-60L, which began 
production in 1989, have also been 
delivered and they, too, will probably 
require upgrades prior to their even
tual replacement. 

The UH-60 is the "workhorse" of 
Army Aviation. The Black Hawk has 
enhanced the overall mobility of the 
Army with its troop capacity and 
cargo lift capability. Failure to 
address UH-60 life extension and 
future warfighting requirements will 
jeopardize the Army's ability to pro
ject and sustain the force , 

AVERAGE AGE OF UH-60 FLEET 

FY2010 FY2015 
,/ Digital Battlefield Com patibility 

with UH-60X 
w/o UH-60X 

FY1998 
11 
11 

13 13 
21 26 



ARMY AVIATION: 
istorical Perspective 

T he roots of Army aviation can be traced to 1861 and the for
mation of the Civil War-era Balloon Corps, which pioneered 

the missions of reconnaissance and artillery spotting. 
Between World War I and World War II, while the Army Air 

Corps was concentrating on increasing capabilities for what had 
become its primary miss.ions - bombing, close air support and air
to-air combat - the field artillery was expetimenting with using 
smaller, lllsophisticated aircraft for adjustment of artillery fire. On 
June 6, 1942, the War Department authorized the field artillery to 
have as organic aircraft two "Cub"-type aircraft in each artillery bat
talion. These aircraft were flown and maintained by artillery person
nel - separate from the Army Air Force - to undertake the same 
reconnaissance and observation missions as those undertaken by 
Civil War balloons. \X/hat has now become Army aviation was born. 

In July of 1947 the U.S. military underwent a major reorga
nization when the Department of Defense was created and 
absorbed the War and Navy Departments. This action had lit
tle effect on Army aviation because the Army, like the Navy 
and Marines, retained its 
organic aviation to perform 
the missions proven in 
World War II. 

Of greatest significance 
during the period between 
\,\forld War II and Korea was 
the awakening of interest in 
tile helicopter. The Army Air 
Force had employed 
Sikorsky helicopters to a very 
limited extent during World 
War II, primarily for air res
cue in tile Far East. This, 
combined with technological 
advances in the helicopter, 
alerted the miHtary to its 
great potential. 

During the Korean con-
flict the helicopter proved its value in battle. The Army 
employed Bell H-13s with external litters for front-line medical 
evacuation, ultimately lifting 21,212 wounded troops. 

Significant events between tile Korean and Vietnam conllicts 
included: 

• The turbine engine was introduced to power helicopters and 
fi .. "ed-wing aircraft. 

• The Army initiated development of the first turbine-pow
ered helicopter designed specifically for the Army. Successively 
designated the XH-40, HU-1 and UH-1, the "Huey" was intend
ed to be used for medical evacuation. 

• The OV-1 Mohawk was developed as tile Army's first sur
veillance airplane. 

• The U-1 Otter, CV-2 Caribou and CV-7 Buffalo were pro
cured to increase the capability of the Army's fixed-wing fleet. 

• The OH-6 and OH-S8 were developed to replace the OH-
13 and the L-19. 

• The H-2S and the CH-47 were developed to replace the 
CH-21s and CH-34s. The CH-S4 was procured to replace the 
CH-37s. 

• Rockets, missiles and machine guns were fired from OH-
13, CH-21, CH-34 and CH-37 helicopters. Tests indicated that 
the helicopter could be a very effective weapons platform. 

The Howze Board brought together the new-technology air
craft and the concept of substituting aircraft for ground vehi
cles in all functions of combat. The result was the true airmo
bile concept embodied in the organization of the prototype air 
assault division and the doctrine for its employment. 

T he Vietnam conflict 
began with Army avia

tion operating a fleet of 
piston-engine aircraft in
cluding the L-19, L-20, U-
1, U-8, OH-13, CH-19, 
CH-21 and CV-2. The UH-
1B was introduced with 
makeshift armament for 
use as a gunship. Shortly 
thereafter came the UH-
1 D and H, replacing the 
CH-19 and CH-21. The 1 st 
Cavalry Division deployed 
with a full range of mod
ern turbine-powered air
craft. Eventually, the OH-
65 replaced the OH-13s 
and the AH-1G Cobras 

supplemented the UH-lB, C, and M model gunships. OV-ls 
and U-21 s supplemented the fixed-wing aircraft. 

Since Vietnam and through its formation as a separate 
branch of the Army on 12 April 1983, Army aviation has con
tinued to modernize with new turbine-powered aircraft. The 
Army can be justly proud of its OH-SBDs,.YIi-60s, AH-64s 
and CH-47s, all of which performed so admirably in 
Operation Desert Storm. Witll the integration of the new AH-
64D Longbow, MH-47E, lVIH-60K and RAH-66 Comanche, 
Army aviation stands on the threshold of a new century more 
mission capable than ever. 



I t began as a mission to tow a dis
abled 5-ton truck with an M984A1 

heavy expanded mobility tactical uuck 
(HEMMT) wrecker to the unit mainte
nance collection point (UMCP). It 
ended with the driver having multiple 
skull fractures and severe brain dam
age and the passenger sustaining mul
tiple head, back and leg injuries. The 
cause of this accident was a chain of 
preventable human enors. 

Prelude to Disaster 
The HEMMT wrecker, towing the 

5-ton ttuck, was pmt of a convoy that 
was traveling over rolling terrain 
marked with steep ridgelines reading 
grades over 10 percent. As the convoy 
proceeded down a long, sloping hill to 
a 'Y' in the road, the HEMMT wreck
er veered to the left as the convoy lead 
proceeded to the right. The HEMMT 
wrecker honked his horn twice as if to 
signal a problem as his vehicle pro
ceeded down the hill at an increasing 
rate of speed. It then careened off the 
road, went airborne for 34 feet, rolled 
to the right, and tt'aveled an additional 
150 feet before coming to rest upside 
down with the cab roof clUshed. 

As the accident investigation board 
began to pick through the facts sur
rounding this accident, it became obvi
ous that unsafe soldier actions, precon
ditions for unsafe soldier acts, supervi
sOlY failures, and an organizational 
failure had all caused this preventable 
accident to occur. 

Unsafe Soldier Actions 
There were specific unsafe actions 

by the driver that directly contributed 
to the accident. These included: 
• Failure to follow procedure. The dri
ver failed to follow proper hook-up 

procedures as outlined in the opera
tor's manual. The technical manual 
was present in the vehicle, but was not 
used. The connection of these brake 
lines would have provided a means of 
deceleration by braking the back six 
wheels of the 5-ton ttuck. 
• Speed violation. The driver was 
traveling the route at speeds between 
20-30 mph while following a commer
cial utility cargo vehicle (CUCV). 
According to the TM, the maximum 
speed for a HEMMT while maneuver
ing off paved roads is 15 mph. At the 
point of depaltures from the road, the 
HEMMT and 5-ton tlUck were travel
ing approximately 36 mph. 
• Driving blind. The driver was unfa
miliar with the road and the route. The 
dirt road was unmarked. Con
sequently, it was not until about 875 
feet from the curve that the driver real
ized that the road did not continue 
stt'aight, but made a sharp 115-degree 
right turn. But at his rate of speed it 
was too late to react and maintain 
vehicle conu·ol. 
• Driving skill enor. The driver elect
ed not to use the "Jacobs" engine brake 
for speed control. The Jacobs brake 
would have provided a means of 
deceleration by using the engine to 
slow the rate of speed. Additionally, 
the transfer case shift lever was in the 
HIGH position instead of the LOW 
position. The low position would have 
provided an additional capability to 
decelerate the vehicle. This was felt to 
be the result of improper u·aining. 

Preconditions for Unsafe Acts 
While the unsafe acts by the driver 

were clearly the immediate causes of 
this accident, there were other equal
ly important contributing causes. 

27 

These causes were beyond the sol
dier's contt'ol, yet directly affected his 
performance. The soldier's unit could 
have avoided these problems, which 
included: 
• Fatigue. The night prior to the acci
dent the members of the dtiver's unit, a 
maintenance support team (MST), were 
only allowed 4 hours of sleep. They 
were awakened at 0300 for a movement 
ultimately delayed for 12 hours while 
the unit located some missing equip
ment. These soldiers were not allowed 
to sleep. This clearly affected the accu
racy and speed with which the dt'iver 
could react in a difficult situation. 
• Inexperience. The dt'iver and the co
dt'iver were both inexperienced. The 
dtiver was a 63WlO (wheeled vehicle 
mechanic) and was licensed/qualified 
on the HEMMT only on level, paved 
roads. He was inexpelienced in off
paved-road dtiving, towing or recovelY 
of vehicles. The Co-dliver was a 45G 10 
(fire contt'ol systems repair specialist) 
and not qualified to drive the HEMIT. 
Their ability, individually or as a team, 
to risk-manage the hazards of their mis
sion that day was compromised. 
• SUppOlt failure. The Organizational 
Maintenance Shop (OMS) that conduct
ed annual services on the HEMMT used 
the same preprinted checklist for all 
ttucks regardless of the make or model. 
It shows a check for "brake tt'avel" 
which checks the tt'avel of the brake 
pedal :5:om full extension to where it 
stops on depression. This is fine for 
ttucks with standard brakes, but it is not 
applicable to the HEMMT, which has 
air brakes. The proper procedure is to 
check for the slack adjustment on the 
HEMMT. As a result, the HEMMT 
wrecker had three of its four back 
brakes out of tolerance, rendering them 
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ineffective. This situation did not cause 
the accident, but contributed to the 
inability of the driver to stop his vehicle 
soon enough to avoid the accident. 

Unsafe Supervision 
Military organizations rely on the 

leadership of supervisors (officer, non
commissioned officer and civilian) to 
set the example and provide clear guid
ance for their soldiers to ensure mission 
success. Circumstances in this accident 
cause one to question whether this hap
pened. These included: 
• Failure to cOlTect a lmown problem. A 
battalion motor sergeant who observed 
the driver and co-driver hooking the 5-
ton truck up to the HErv1MT wrecker 
did not make an on-the-spot cOITection 
to let them know that they had forgotten 
to hook up the brake lines. He left to 
assist in repairing a Bradley. At the acci
dent site, he specifically checked to see 
if they had attached the brake lines and 
noted that they had not. The power of 
on-the-spot cOlTections to stop problems 
from becoming accidents should never 
be underestimated. 
• . Inadequate NCO supervision. The 
MST assistant section sergeant left with 
the UMCP serial instead of staying with 
the HErv1MT wrecker convoy (the last 
group of vehicles). As the sellal was 
about to depmt, the sergeant inshucted 
the CUCV driver (a PFC) to lead the 

last group to the UMCP when they were 
ready. Positive communication was not 
established between vehicles and the 
soldiers were not given a sh'ip map or a 
route of march. 
• Inadequate maintenance supervision. 
The OMS mechanic was not supervised 
or checked by production conh'ol or 
quality conh'ol supervisors during or 
after servicing the HErv1MT wrecker. 
The failure to adjust the slack in the 
brakes may have been spotted at this 
time. This denied the dliver effective 
braking when he most needed it. 

Organizational Failures 
A1my components have a responsibil

ity to appropriately resource Anny pro
grams - to give soldiers the means to 
meet mission requirements. The Driver's 
Training Program (DTP) is one such pro
gram that failed to set the stage so that 
this soldier could succeed in his mission. 

The DTPs for this unit and most units 
of tlus major Anny component were 
found to be deficient in that ample h'ain
ing oPPOltunities for the soldiers to 
become proficient in on-road and off
road driving conditions were not pro
vided. To create circumstances where a 
driver must acquire his off-road skills 
dming a deployment to an A1my h'ain
ing center, while pelfonning a SUppOlt 
mission and without adequate h'ain-up, 
should not be the way we do business. 

Analysis 

Unsafe Supervisory Practices 

Conclusion 
It is well recognized that human fac

tors are involved in 80 percent of all 
accidents. UnfOltunately, when human 
errors, human failures or human fac
tors are mentioned, there is a tendency 
not to look beyond what the individual 
at the wheel did and simply allow the 
soldier to shoulder complete responsi
bility for the accident. This REMIT 
wrecker accident highlights the need to 
look beyond the soldier who was sit
ting behind the wheel. Failure to do so 
will result in a similar chain of human 
events repeating itself in the futme -
with a more deadly outcome. 

Mqj. Gm)1 J Kotouch is assigned to the 
Ground Systems and Accident 
Investigation Division at the Us. Army 
Safety Centel; Fort Ruckel; Ala. 

Universal Com.puter-Aided 
Hydraulic Com.ponent Test Stand 

AAI EE. ="':: ------

Check out our website 
for other ACL products 

http://www.acltech.com 

Designed to support the test and buildup 
of most helicopter hydraulic components. 

IMAGEn'i electronics provides both 
sem i-automatic and manual modes of 
operation through touch-screen interface. 

Reduces the complexity of buildup 
and test. 

Concurrent testing of more than one 
component. 

Available in two configurations: 
Low Flow (15 gpm @ 5000 psig) 
High Flow (35 gpm @ 3000 .psig 
5000 psig at reduced flow) 

Call for more detailed information today! 

TECHNOLOGIES 1505 E. Warner Ave • Santa Ana, CA 92705 • (714)979-5500 • (800)521-4987 • Fax (714)979-6353 • USA 



Introducing TORMS-A By CWO 4 Susan R. Wheeler 

I t's a fact of life that Anny aviation 
cannot accomplish its mission with

out fully trained crews. Risk cannot be 
mitigated without accurate knowledge 
of experience shOltfalls. Yet critical 
pieces of readiness information are still 
not available to decision-makers. 

Assumptions about an individual's 
flight experience based on rank or years 
of service are inaccurate and abstract, 
but we have unfOltunately been forced 
into subjective assessments because 
there is no system to provide oversight 
of aviator-experience data. Current 
methods for tracking flight time, train
ing events and qualifications use obso
lete systems that rely on archaic pro
grams or stubby-pencil fOlTOS and 
records. And access to this infonnation 
is available only at the unit level. 

Individual flight records are cUlTently 
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maintained by aviation units and logged 
on a DA Form 759, while training 
events are tracked in the Individual 
AU'crew Training Folder (IATF) for air
crew members, and on DA FOlTO 3479 
selies for air traffic conh'ollers (ATC). 
Reassigned aviation personnel hand
carry theu' files to their next assign
ments, thus denying the gaining unit the 
ability to forecast the type and amount 
ofh'aining required until the new soldier 
anives on-station. There is no backup 
for lost or destroyed records, unless the 
individual has saved personal copies. 
The U.S. Total Army Personnel Com
mand has some visibility of the vatious 
aircraft qualifications shown on the 
Officer Record Brief (ORB), but has no 
access to recency, amount or specific 
type of flight expelience. This prevents 
PERSCOM from balancing expelience 

between units. Major commands and 
staff agencies cannot monitor the unpact 
of management policies and procedures 
upon the readiness of the force. 

To fix this problem, the commanding 
general of the U.S. A.tmy Aviation 
Center (USAAVNC) began a process in 
1997 to develop a new automated sys
tem. This initiative, the Training and 
Operations Records Management Sys
tem-Aviation (TORMS-A), will replace 
the DOS-based Automated Flight 
Records System (AFRS) and the 
Aviation Center Flight Records System 
(ACFRS) cUlTently used to prepare DA 
FOlTOS 759, and will automate the IATF 
and DA FOlTllS 3479 series. TORMS-A 
will possess functionality for tracking 
aviation expelience (officer and enlist-

"TORMS-A" cont'd. on page 32 

TORMS-A CONCEPT 

I. CLIENT SOFTWARE 
- Microsoft Access-based dB 
- Win 3.1 /486 minimum 
- transmission protocol using internet 

or dial-up modem 
- non-proprietary 
- Embedded training 
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- Oracle based dB 
- Compile & archive 

database 

3. DATABASE 
ADMINISTRATOR 
- dB management 
- User help line 
- Software management 

- DA Form 3479 (A TC) 
- DA Form 759 (Aircrews) 
- IATF 
- DA Fonn 4186 
- Antomated RMlRA 
- USR computations "T" & "P" 
ratings 
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Sustainment Training Plans 

Combat Multiplier as a 

for ARMY AVIATION'S 
ENLISTED SOLDIERS 

Where to Start 

A nyone who has spent an appre
ciable amount of time working 

in and around Army aviation real
izes that assessing the capability of 
new mechanics reporting to their 
first unit of assignment is, more 
often than not, a formidable task. 
Capability to perform many of the 
critical tasks taught in the respec
tive lET courses of instruction are 
perishable if not reinforced on a 
continuous basis. Additionally, on 
occasion and for any number of 
reasons, many tasks may not be 
taught to standard or, in isolated 
cases, may not be taught in resi
dence at all. Among these reasons 
may be non-availability of training 
devices, unserviceable equipment 
and various dis tractors to training. 

All of these factors impact on the 
ability of field commanders to 
develop a viable and healthy train
ing plan for reinforcing and 
improving on-the-job performance 
for new mechanics and crew chiefs. 
Unknown by many commanders 
but available to all are the Individ
ual Training Records (ITR) DA 
Fonn 5286-R and Continuation 
Sheet DA Form 5286-1-R. Use of 
the form is outlined in Army 
Regulation 351-1 , "Individual 
Military Education and Training," 
and detailed use is further dis
cussed in TRADOC Regulation 
350-6, "Initial Entry Training (lET) 
Policies and Administration". 

Unit training officers and NCOs 
are generally aware that DA Form 
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5286-R lists common tasks, Basic 
Combat Skills and military indoc
trination training [see Figure 1]. 
However, many are not aware that 
DA Form 5286-1-R, Continuation 
Sheet, lists all critical tasks taught 
to students during lET and the per
formance level achieved by them 
on each one. At the U.S. Army 
Aviation Logistics School 
(USAALS) the DA Form 5286-1-R 
is also used to identify tasks that 
are not taught to standard or that 
could not be taught at all due to an 
unforecasted support failure. This 
makes the ITR the perfect tool for 
establishing h'aining programs that 
can be tailored to the specific needs 
of the individual , novice mechanic. 

by William HalTis 

program, tailored to the individ
ual, to be developed. The ITR will 
be found with other important 
training and qualification docu
ments sealed inside the Individual 
Personnel Records Jacket (IPRJ). 
It is, therefore, very important that 
local and regional personnel
administration centers are inform
ed of the importance of the ITR so 
they can ensure that copies are for
warded to the gaining unit. 

In addition to infonnation already 
discussed, the Continuation Sheet 
will also include instmctor com
ments assessing the individual's 
overall proficiency, ability to work 
in groups and/or alone, leadership 
potential and other relevant observa-

"It is incumbent upon unit commanders to 
establish a program for collecting the Individual 

Training Records and assessing individual 
capabilities, strengths and weaknesses." 

U pon initial arrival of the 
recent lET graduate, the unit 

commander should ensure that 
copies of the ITR are made avail
able to the supervisory chain 
responsible for training and 
improving the mechanic's job per
formance. This will allow an 
immediate assessment of the 
mechanic's expected strengths and 
weaknesses and allow a training 
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tions, throughout the duration of the 
course, that might not be readily vis
ible upon initial arrival. With lET 
course lengths averaging 17 weeks, 
these additional observances should 
prove valuable during initial assess
ments. The ITR can be used to sup
port decisions pertaining to the 
selection of maintenance team lead
ers, crew chiefs and unscheduled 
maintenance teams, to name a few. 
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INDIVIDUAL 1. PEllfTR """ 
BASIC TRAINING (OT), ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING 

(AIT), ONE STATION UNIT TRAINING (OSUTJ 
For un of this 111m, su AR 351·t the proponent aoentv s DCSOPS 

t NAME 11m. nSI. Mil 3. SSN 4. ORGANI ZATION 5. INSTALLATION 

UNIT DATE mAII~ING 
REASON 6. R, CYCLE VlEEK 

II' fbi 1,1 Idl 

FIRST RECYCLE 

SHONO RECYCL, 

1. POR. PROfiCIENCY TEST~ ArID VII'APONS OUALIF ICATlOI~ 

SUBJECT OATECOMPlElEO SCORE 

I . !.lISA I RIFLE QUALIFICATION 

b. HAND GRENADE OUALFICATION 

,. ARMY PHYSICAL READINESS TEST 

d. CODE OF CONDUCT 

.. LAVI OF LArID l'OIRfAREISAEDA 

f. EOUAL OPPORTUIIIYl 

,. ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUst:PRmNTIOf~ 

h. MILITARY JUSTICE 

--. i. ENO'{)F·COURSE TEST 

i CIVIL OISTUROANCE TRAINING (NGJ 

B. OASIC SKILLS EDUCATION PROGRAM IBSEP)/ ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE IESI) 

SELECTABLE READING VOCABULARY SI'HLING NUMERICAL 01'S MATH PROB SIOLVING - SCORES: 

I I I I I I I I I I 

AnENOEO OSEI': YES D AnENOEO ESI. : YES D 
ElIGLISN COMPREHENSIVE D D LEVEL TEST Il ew SC ORE POSTEC LT TEST 

8. COMM ENTS IUse ,erent d Ih'r hrmif flX}Ie spa" is nesJed) 

ASI: 

10. INDIVI~UA L HAS SA TlSfACTORIL Y COMPlETED TRAINING PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS 
(f'C~i11S mled U1 this /olm) 

ITEMS 1·7, 9and IO·SeIf elpl lnalolY. 
ITEM 8.fnler intJf ma lion on test SCOl es , BSl:PIESl attendance. if appliuble. 

ITEM l1 ·UHall ta sks les led . 

SIGNATURE Of TRAINING OffiCER OR COMMANO,R 

DA fORM 5286·R, JAN 84 
Figure 1 

It is incumbent upon unit com
manders to establish a program for 
collecting the Individual Training 
Records and assessing individual 
capabilities, strengths and weak
nesses. This will ensure that, rather 
than wasting resources establishing 
general training programs for all, 
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maximum return on investment can 
be realized through tailored pro
grams for the individual. It will 
also ensure that special require
ments are identified and instituted 
where and when needed. 

- ---- --- .: .. :. ------

William Harris is chief of USAALS' 
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USA PP CVI.UD 

Training Operations Division. 
Address inquiries to harrisw@eustis. 
army.mil, or call (DSN) 927-6661 or 
commercial (757) 878-6661. General 
inquiries can also be submitted using 
the "Inquily System" button on the 
mall1 USAALS homepage at 
www.usaals.com. 
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"TORMS·A" cont'd . from page 29 

ed) in TO&E and TDA units for both 
the active and reserve components, and 
will provide automated risk manage
ment and readiness algorithms. 

TORMS-A is a software solution that 
will be installed on existing unit com
puters and employ web-based tech
nologies to access a centralized data
base. It will capture unit-level informa
tion to populate the centralized data
base, and will provide information to 
those with a need to know. 

Flight operations specialists will enter 
data from the DA FOlm 2408-12, and 
instructor pilots will log IATF h'aining 
events into a Microsoft Access, Win
dows-based software program, using 
screens that look and feel familiar. 

At a given interval, data will be sent 
from the unit to a conh'actor-operated 
server using dial-up modem or web
based protocols. The server converts 
the data to Oracle language, and com
piles it in a manner that can be quelied 
by select agencies and commands. 
Agencies with appropriate access will 
then be able to obtain information via a 
webserver, and can analyze this data 
through standard repOlts and ad hoc 
quely capabilities. 

Access to infOlmation will be fire
walled according to agency functions. 
For example, PERSCOM assignment 
officers could have visibility on individ
ual records, but the Office of the Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Operations' Training 
Directorate would only be able to view 
flight-hour data by major command and 
aircraft type. Unit commanders will 
have access to data for personnel 
assigned to their commands. Since all 
the unit-level records will reside on the 
unit's hard drive, this infOlmation will be 
available immediately; commanders 
will not have to use the cenh'alized serv
er to access unit data. 

"So when may I expect to receive 
TORMS-A in my unit?" you ask. The 
prototype will be field-tested until late 
March and, following additional fund
ing, you may expect to receive 
TORMS-A at the end of the second 
quatter of fiscal year 2000. For addi
tional infOlmation on TORMS-A, visit 
Aviation Proponency's website at http: 
//www-rucker.almy.mil/ ap/ap.htm. 

CWO 4 Susan R. Wheelel; a personnel 
proponent systems manager in the 
Aviation Proponency Office at Fort 
Ruckel; is the primary action officer for 
TORMS-A. 

2-6 CAV, 11th Aviation Regiment 
On Feb. 22 the 2nd Squadron. 6th Cavalry, 11th Aviation Regiment, deployed 250 

miles from its base at lIIesheim, Germany, to the British base at Gutersloh. There the 
Army aviators joined the British Army's 652 Squadron for Exercise Winter Dart, which pit
ted 17 of the 2-6 Cav's 24 Apaches and 12 British Lynx and Gazelle helicopters against 
High Velocity Missile Air Defense armored vehicles of Britain's 12 Battalion, Royal Artillery 
Regiment. 

The HVM, also known as the Starstreak, is intended for use against helicopters and 
low-flying fixed-wing aircraft. The British air defenders deployed their 108 HVM systems 
doctrinally along a divisional frontage and depth, and the U.S. and British helicopters had 
to locate and "destroy" them. 

The Apaches, Lynxes and Gazelles flew six squadron and regimental battle drills in just 
four days. The battles took place in adverse weather and at night, and included members 
of the French Polygon Electronic Warfare Unit, NATO elements, Royal Air Force fixed
wing aircraft and many support units. This test, the first of its kind, caused the air defense 
unit to be certified and it will now move on to live-fire operations. 

During the exercise 2-6 CAV also inserted several of its crews along with British crews 
and conducted combat search and rescue missions to recover them as an adjunct to the 
main mission. CAV soldiers 
received cross-training that 
enabled them to deploy a 
FARP on one of the missions 
to refuel British helicopters. 

"The level of allied cooper-
ation - which included forma
tion flight, shared battle posi
tion operations, FARPs, and 
common mission planning 
and briefing - was extremely 
high," said 2-6 commander 
Lt. Col. George Rhynedance. 
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Briefings continued from pg. 3 

The U.S. Army Communications
Electronics Command (CECOM) 
at Fort Monmouth, N.J" has 
awarded Cubic Defense Systems 
Inc, a $14.3 million contract for 
Joint Surveillance Target Attack 
Radar (J-STARS) data links. The 
contract covers the production 
of Ground Data Terminals (GOTs) 
and the stowage cases in which 
the GDT's masthead antenna is 
transported. The GOT is the 
ground segment of the J-STARS 
data-link communications be
tween the Air Force's E-8C air
craft and the Army's Common 
Ground Station. The first produc
tion GOT is scheduled for delivery 
in May 2000. 

DRS Technologies - a defense 
electronics company - has also 
won a CECOM contract. The $6.6 
million award covers production of 
assemblies used in the tracking 
and imaging systems on such Army 
platforms as the M1A2 Abrams 
tank and M2A3 Bradley infantry 
fighting vehicle. The contract rep
resents the initial order on a new, 
multiple-year contract with a not
to-exceed value of approximately 
$28 million. DRS is already delivering 
the assemblies under a previous 
contract through September; the 
new contract extends deliveries 
through July 2CXXl. 

The General Services Administra
tion's Federal Technology Service 
(GSA/ FTS) has honored Com
puter Systems Technology Inc. for 
its "powerful partner in spirit with 
GSA/FTS." CST has since 1996 held 
a GSA contract to provide com
puter facilities operations support 
to federal agencies. 

Royal Netherlands Air Force pilots 
and maintainers have begun 
AH-64D Longbow Apache train
ing at the Boeing Company facil
ity in Mesa, Ariz. The training -
the first to involve international 
AH-64D aircrew - covers six pilots 
and seven maintainers from the 
RNLAF's 302 Squadron, which will 
operate the first 15 of 30 AH-64Ds 
The Netherlands is purchasing . 
After completing two months of 
classroom and flight training in 
Mesa, the Dutc.h students will 
move to Fort Hood, Texas, for 
AH-64D collective training 
under the guidance of the 21 st 
Cavalry Brigade. 
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Briefings continued 

The Starstreak ground-based air
defense weapon built in Northern 
Ireland by Shorts Missile Systems 
has demonstrated its air-to-air 
capabilities at the Army's Yuma 
Proving Ground in Arizona. During 
recent tests the beam-riding mis
sile, which ejects three hyperve
locity darts early in its flight. scored 
hits in each of five live-fire tests 
against stationary, moving and 
aerial targets. SMS has joined with 
Lockheed Martin and the Boeing 
Company in an Army-funded de
monstration of the system's capa
bilities as a helicopter-mounted 
air-defense system. 
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.c:'v.a'nc~e Registration 
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ROTARY WING AND 
V/STOL DESIGN AND 

TECHNOLOGY 

frolTl the AlTlerican Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics 

HELICOPTER FLIGHT DYNAMICS: 
THE THEORY AND APPLICATION 
OF FLYING QUALlT.ES AND 
SIMULATION MODELING 
Gareth D. Padfield, Defence Evaluation 
Research Agency 

This high ly rated book covers the 
complex, multidisciplinary nature of 
rotorcraft flight dynamics and control. 

1996 · 514 pp • Hardcover 
ISBN 1-56347-205-8 • $99.95 
Order #: 05-8(104) 

ROTARY WING STRUCTURAL 
DYNAMICS AND 
AEROELASTICITY 
Ric/uml L. Bie/awa, Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute 

This outstanding book covers all of the 
important topics needed [or the com
plete understanding o[ rotorcraft struc
tural dynamics and aeroelasticity. 

1992 • 584 pp • Hardcover 
ISBN 1-56347-031-4 • $75.95 
Order #: 31 -4(104) 

THE BRITISH AEROSPACE 
HARRIER CASE STUDY IN 
AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

102 pp • Softcover • $23 
Order # : CS6(l04) 

BASIC HELICOPTER 
AERODYNAMICS 
j. Seddoll , University of Bris tol 

This volume is an excellent 
introduction to the aerodynamics of 
helicopters, covering the firs t principles 
in the fluid mechanics and fl ight 
dynamics of single-rotor helicopters. 

1990 . 133 pp • Hardcover 
ISBN 0-930403-67-3 • $59.95 
Order #: 67-3(104) 

SOVIET V/STOL AIRCRAFT: THE 
STRUGGLE FOR A SHIPBORNE 
COMBAT CAPABILITY 
lv/ic/J(Ie/j. Hirschbclg, ANSER 

1997 • 79 pp • Softcover 
ISBN 1-56347-248-1 • $30 
Order #: CS14(104) 

GERMAN V/STOL FIGHTER 
PROGRAM: A QUEST FOR 
SURVIVABILITY IN A THEATER 
NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENT 
Albe l"t C. Piccirillo, ANSER 

1997 • 73 pp • Softcover 
ISBN 1-56347-247-3 • $30 
Order #: CS13(104) 

Call 800/ 682-2422 
to order your copy today! 

For a complete listing of AIAA books and tables 
of contents, visit our Web site at 

hHp:/ /www.a iaa.org 

CfJ~il.l!.§. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
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(f(;' mailbox 
- , 

Share your opinion on matters of interest to the Army aviation community. The publisher reserves the right to edit letters for style, accuracy or space 
limitations. All letters must be signed and authors identified. The publisher will withhold the author's name upon request. The opinions expressed 
are those of the authors, and do not reflect the opinion of ARMY AVIATION Magazine. Send letters to AAAA MAILBOX, 49 Richmondville Ave., 
Westport, CT 06880-2000, Tel: (203) 226-8184, FAX: (203) 222-9863, E-Mail: aaaa@quad-a.org. 

Dear Editor: 

I am researching the 
2.75-inch rocket as used 
in Vietnam. I am interest
ed in the various types of 
warheads and the color 
each was painted, 
Finding a copy of the 
manual would sure be a 
big help - I'll gladly pay 
for a copy. 

John F. McCabe 
1090 Maxwell, Box 357 
Victoria, KS 67671-0357 

Dear Editor: 
The Maine Army National Guard is currently recruiting qualified 

UH-1 and UH-60 pilots. Our goal is to recruiC15 wa-rrant officers 
and 6 lieutenants or junior captains. These positions are for tradi
tional Guardsmen only. 

The duty requirements for these positions are: one weekend a 
month, two weeks of annual training a year and 24 to 48 addition
al flight training periods per year. Aviation units are stationed at 
Bangor International Airport in Bangor, four hours northeast of 
Boston and one hour from Bar Harbor, Maine, along the coast. 

Interested aviators should contact the state Army aviation offi
cer at (207) 947-6593 or (DSN) 881 -3450. 

Lt. Col. Robert G. Carmichael, Jr. 
State Army Aviation Officer 

Maine Army National Guard 

Col. Tyrone Lee Graham, an Army Reserve AGR officer and a mas
ter Army aviator with nearly 30 years of aviation experience, has 
assumed his duties has chief of the Joint Operational Airlift Support Center at 
Scott Air Force Base, III . Originally commissioned as an armor officer, Graham has served as scout and attack 
helicopter pilot, an instructor pilot, a command aviation safety officer and in several key command positions. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
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arrivals/departures 

COLONELS 
Carroll, Walton C., 6761 Marshall Street, Fort Hood, TX 
76544. 

LT. COLONELS 
Beal, Steven F., P.O. Box 1414. APO AP 96555. 
Coyne, Eugene F., 6805 Gaur Drive, Austin. TX 78749. 
Heintz, David S., 55 Brian Drive, Carlisle, PA 17013. 
Kelton, James W •• CMR 460 Box 169, APO AE 09703. 
Pacheco, Michael M., 2307 Rolling Ridge Lane. Holt. MI 
48842. 
Sugrue, Jeffrey, 15711 Westchester Circle, Omaha, NE 
68118. 

MAJORS 
Barber, Brian V •• 101 Joel Court, Cary, NC 27513. 
Bullinger, James R., American Embassy Rabat, PSC 74 
Box 032, APO AE 09718.EM: czarnlawskl@un.org 
Carney, Steven P., 42884 Bold Forbes Court. Ashbum, VA 
20147.EM: argus34@hotmail.com 
Gabram, Douglas M., 407 Brookwood Street, Lansing, KS 
66043. 
Pacello, Carolyn M., P.O. Box 4618, Fort Eustis, VA 23604. 
Tisdale, Valen S., 6415 Stone Street Trail, Tallahassee, FL 
32308.EM: vstisdale@aol.com 

CAPTAINS 
Baker, Christopher, HHC, 4th Bde, CMR 477, Box 1464, 
APO AE 09165. 
Cecil, Kerry S., 88 Woodfield Ptace, Enterprise, AL 
36330. 
Demirjian, Mlchaet E., 5417 C Hughes Court. Fort Polk, LA 
71459.EM: demirgian@cybersurf.de 
Ebner, Gregory R., OMC-K Unit 6900 Box 13, APO AE 
09880. 
Hunnicutt, Jack C., 299 Candlebrook Drive, Enterprise, AL 
36330. 

James, Jack A., 3372 Quail Lake Road, No. 232. Colorado 
Springs, CO 80906. 
Mackenzie, Kevin C., 108 Woodrun, Enterprise, AL 36330. 
Swanner, Timothy J., 319 Candlebrook Drive, Enterprise, 
AL 36330. 
Vega, Juan C., 13 Donovan Lane, Fort Rucker, AL 36362. 

1ST LIEUTENANTS 
Belawske, Kurt W., 3374 Durrell Drive, Apt. 54, Clarksville, 
TN 37042. 
DeLorenzo, Mark C., 2502 Bacon Ranch Road. ApI. 1512, 
Killeen, TX 76542. 
Dungan, Che P., 129 Haney Street, Watertown, NY 13601. 
Graham, Andrew R., 3434 Sand Piper Drive, Clarksville, TN 
37042. 
Stone, Christopher, 215 N. Gladys Street, No. 1904, 
Leesville, LA 71446. 

2ND LIEUTENANTS 
Suhr, Stephen A., 94-099 Manawa Place Nl03, Waipahu, 
HI 96797. 

CW5s/MW4s 
Dotterer, Jack H., 627 Paddy Run Road, Clarksville. TN 
37042.EM: dollere~@soar. net 

CW4s 
Muller, William C., 1209 Marta Drive, Clarksville. TN 37042. 
Rice, Alfred L., 117 Martingale Drive, Peachtree City, GA 
30269. 
Wold, Robert S., P.O. Box 62, NO. 9 Clark Street, 
Philadelphia, NY 13673.EM: rswold@aol.com 
Wright, William D., 610 Melbourne Drive, Enterprise, AL 
36330.EM: wrightd@community.wiesbaden.army.mil 

CW2s 
King, Brent A., P.O. Box 763, Daleville, AL 36322. 

AAAA 
Locator 

The AAAA offers its members the opportul/ity to COil tact the 
Natiol/al office for addresses alld pholle Illlmbers of other 
members ",ith ",hom they have losttollch over the years, 

/11 additiol/, (IS a sen'ice to 0111' members, {I brief alll/Olll/Ce
melltmay be placed ill these pages to help locate those "'ho 
are I/of AAAA members. 

Leann Strobel is interested in locating any information 
pertaining to the military career of her uncle, Army aviator 
WO Louis W. Heinrichs. He and two other soldiers - WO 
James Thomas Hampton of Olney, Texas, and Col. James 

Scull, Kenneth T., 96 Blackhawk Drive, Daleville, AL 
36322.EM: ktscull@panama.c-com.net 
Tanner, Richard H., P.O. Box 620272, Fort Rucker, AL 
36362. 

W01s 
Determan, Douglas G., 6133 Garrell Lane, ApI. 11, 
Rockford, IL 61107.EM: ddeterman@wgraphics.com 
Monette, Patrick A., 3487 Nesbit Road, Fayetteville, NC 
28311.EM: army_avbr@hotmail.com 

MASTER SERGEANTS 
Stallworth, James E. MSG, 302 Peter Dr, Ozark, AL 36360. 

SERGEANTS 
James, Andre SGT, D Co, 164th ATS Group, Unit 15276, 
APO AP 96205. 

SERGEANTS FIRST CLASS 
Geddes, Patrick L. SFC, OMC/AV Apache TAFT, Unit 
64901 , Box 18, APO AE 09839.EM: 
geddespatrick@hq.optec.army.mil 

CIVILIAN 
DeVenney, Steven D .• 321 Dan St, ApI. A, Warrensburg. 
MO 64093. 
Henderson, Danny L., 5756 S. Staples Suite A. Corpus 
Chrisli, TX 78413. 
Johnson, John F., P.O. Box 847, Daleville, AL 36322. 

RETIRED/OTHER 
Bristow, Wm. D., Jr COL, 2141 Raven Tower Court, ApI. 
302, Herndon. VA 20170. 
Freerkstra, Benjamin CPT, Concordiastraat 19/10, 4811 NA 
Breda, The Netherlands. 

A. Bassett of Dallas, Texas - were killed in a helicopter 
crash near Carthage, N.C., on Nov. 19, 1954. Ms. Strobel 

can be e-mailedatstrobelite@havilandtelco.com. 

Memorial Data Requested 

Don't let commercial communication systems 
or intentional jammers interfere with your GPS 
reception. ERI's Interference Suppression Unit 
(ISU) blocks in-band interfering signals to give 
you maximum navigation, position, and time 
performance. 

We are in the process of constructing a memorial for all lieu-
tenants killed prior to completing OBC/flight school and receiv
ing their aviator wings. Data is especially scarce in the 1965-
1972 years. We need to know the lieutenant's name, date of 
death, and how they were killed (POV, type aircraft accident, 
etc.) POC is Maj. Shawn Allen (DSN) 558-3604, commercial 

(334) 255-3604 or e-mail: AllenS@rucker.army.mil 
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Contact us to learn more about the ISU's 
affordable alternative to your GPS EMI concerns. 

E R I 
Electro-Radiation Inc. 
39 Plymouth Street, 
Fairfield,NJ 07004, USA 
Tel. 973-808-9033 
Fax- 973-808-9557 
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NEW MEMBERS 
AIR ASSAULT CHAPTER FLYING TIGERS CHAPTER Mr. Hong-Kyun Cho SGTTonya Hill Mr. Sung Ho Kim 

FORT CAMPBELL, KY FORT KNOX, KY Mr. Ik-Joon Cho SSG Clark Hoffman Mr. Sung-taek Kim 
MAJ Kevin P. Corcoran SFC Gary L. Morehead Mr. In-Sang Cho PFC Jeffery Holtcamp Mr. Wi Jae Kim 

Mr. Kyung-Nam Cho Mr. Hang-ja Hong Mr. Woo-bon Kim 
ALOHA CHAPTER GREATER CHICAGO AREA Mr. Yong-nam Cho PFC Cristal Hoover Mr. Yong Soo Kim 

HONOLULU, HI CHAP. CPL Cho-Yun Choi SPC Roman Hrycyn Mr. Yong Sung Kim 

CW3 Mark A. Martin CHICAGO,IL 
Mr. Jong-Wok Choi Mr. Dong-Ju Hum Mr. Yong-Tae Kim 
PFC Joon-Chul Choi SPC Arundel Hunte Mr. Yoon-je Kim 

AMERICA'S FIRST COAST CHAP. 
SGT Daniel John Delapena SGT Myoung-Ho Choi Mr. Jung-In Hwang Mr. Young-sook Kim 

JACKSONVILLE, FL 
Mr. Sun-Joo Choi Mr. Kwang-Yeol Hwang PFC Heather Kinsey 

HIGH DESERT CHAPTER Mr. Won-Gab Choi Mr. Byung-Chul Hyun SSG Jerome Kinzey 
CPT James D. Lord FORT IRWIN, CA Mr. Yong-Jae Choi Mr. Mi-ryung 1m SSG John Kirkland 

CPT Mike E. Corson Mr. Young-Sik Choi SPC Charles D. Ingram, Jr. SGT Bradley Kitch 
ARIZONA CHAPTER COL Benjamin C. Freakley Mr. Hyung-Woon Chun SPC Jamie M. Isom Mr. Chang-ik Ko 

MESA,AZ CPT James G. Kanicki Mr. Myung-Sub Chun PFC Jatavis Jackson SGT Martin Kovacs 
Mr. Bill R. Charlton BG William G. Webster Mr. Sung-Ho Chun Mr. Myung-Sook Jang SGT Matthew Kuhns 

CPT David R. Wilder Mr. Bae-In Chung SPC Michaelyn Jefferson Mr. II-Hoon Kwak 
ARMADILLO CHAPTER Mr. Byung Ju Chung SPC Howard Jennings Mr. Dong Hun Kwon 

CONROE, TX INDIANTOWN GAP CHAPTER 
Mr. Kyung-II Chung PFC Andrew Jensen Mr. Hyuk Choon Kwon 

CW2 Ted Yee Mr. Youn-Sae Chung Mr. Jung-ja Ji PV2 Woo-Keun Kwon 
INDIANTOWN GAP, PA SPC Benjamin Clarke PVT S. T. Jo SPC Deanna D. Lawler 

AVIATION CENTER CHAPTER 
1 SG Harry A. Comrey PV2 Katrese S. Clayton SGT Charles Johnson SPC Mark Lawler 
CPT John Kubitz SGT John Clemens PFC David Johnson SPC Christina Lawniczak 

FORT RUCKER, AL SGT Thomas Cocker SGT John Johnson SGT Jon Lawniczak 
W01 Heath B. Atha IRON MIKE CHAPTER SFC Thomas E. Coon SSG Sherry Johnson SGT Kevin Layman 
CPT David D. Bingham FORT BRAGG, NC PFC Michael Cornel PFC Tony Johnson SGT Phillip Learn 
2L T Joseph W. Bishop SPC Jackie Smith SFC Enrique Cuadra SPC Troy Jones Mr. Byung Mo Lee 
W01 Karl R. Bodner SSG Jeffery D. Curtis SGT Michael Jourdain Mr. Byung-Ho Lee 
2L T Ryan P. Boyle 

LINDBERGH CHAPTER SGT John E. Dahl Mr. Joon Koo Juhn Mr. Chang-Soo Lee 
CPT Robert E. Brooks 

ST. LOUIS, MO 
SPC James Davie Mr. Sung-Ik Jun Mr. Ch i Ho Lee 

2LT Meagan M. Cavanaugh SPC Dennis Davis CPL Ha-Yoon Jung PFC Dal-Jae Lee 
W01 Douglas A. DeBoer Ms. Christa N. Hendrickson PVT Marques Dewberry Mr. Jin-ae Jung Mr. Dong Ho Lee 
W01 Jeremy P. Delk 

MINUTEMAN CHAPTER 
SPC Tracy Diago Mr. Kyung-jin Jung Mr. Dong-sup Lee 

1 LT Jacob J. Dlugosz PV2 Danielle Digirolamo Mr. Young-jin Jung Mr. Dong-wook Lee 
2LT Douglas D. Dodd WESTOVER AFB, MA CPL Kyoung-Hwan Doh SSG Michael Jurek SGT Duck-Jin Lee 
1LT Christopher K. Enderton TSGT Jeffrey D. Knight SGT Robin Dothager SPC Janie J. Juszczak Mr. Gwansup Lee 
W01 Astraea Evans SGT Scott Dunn Mr. Dae-shin Kang Mr. Hee-Ok Lee 

W01 Steven P. Flemister, Jr. MONMOUTH CHAPTER PV2 Travis Dunn Mr. Hye-Ja Kang Mr. Hee-Sook Lee 

2LT Joshua D. Germann FORT MONMOUTH, NJ PFC Micah L. Ehler PFC Joon-Ku Kang Mr. Hong Suk Lee 

W01 Gabriel Gonzalez Ms. Jayne E. Adams SPC Lee Ellis Mr. Myung-soo Kang Mr. In hyung Lee 

CPT Fernando Guadalupe Mr. Darvel Stistz 
SGT Somersall Emil SSG Chance Karowski Mr. In-jae Lee 

CPT Steven J. Henderson SGT Kenneth Estabrook Mr. Bong-chan Kim SGT Jae-Bok Lee 

2L T Brenda Heston MORNING CALM CHAPTER 
SGT Jason C. Evans Mr. Byung-ju Kim Mr. Jung-ho Lee 
SSG Robert Ewing Mr. Byung-soon Kim Mr. Keumji Lee 

2L T Nathan A. Houk SEOUL, KOREA SSG Ronald Farnsworth Mr. Chang-sik Kim Mr. Keun-Ho Lee 
2LT Christopher R. Howard SPC Christopher Abbott SPC Jacqueline Fortun Mr. Chong-Kun Kim Mr. Ki-Soo Lee 
2LT Maryclare T. Kenney SGT Kenny Adams SPC Betsy Frank Mr. Dae-Sung Kim Mr. Kun-Sang Lee 
2LT Paul R. Kreinheder Mr. Ae-Nan Ahn SGT Harold Franklin Mr. Dae-woo Kim Mr. Kwang-Soo Lee 
1 LT David Law SSG David A. Ainslie SPC Holly K. Freeman CPL Dong-Wook Kim Mr. Kwang-woo Lee 
CPT Ryan C. Lawrence PFC Rosa Alaniz SFC Gregory R. Frias Mr. Du-Bong Kim Mr. Mansik Lee 
SGT Santino Maestas SPC Shawn Allers SGT Regina Funderburk Mr. Duk-hyun Kim Mr. Myung Yol Lee 
2LT Bedros Z. Marashlian SPC Ricky I. Allison SGT Alfredo G. Garcia Mr. Duk Ki Kim Mr. Nam-Jik Lee 
2LT Jennifer L. Meyer PFC Julie Amesquita SGT Nadine Gavin Mr. Hak-Soo Kim Mr. Soo-yeon Lee 
CPT Fernando D. Miguel SSG Leslie Andrew PFC Lynn Gebo Mr. Hak-ok Kim Mr. Sook-hwan Lee 
2LT Andrew J. Nebl SPC Phillip Andrews PFC Angie Gilpin . Mr. Han Chul Kim Mr. Sowon Lee 
Mr. Larry A. Niver SGT Shawn Angely SGT William Godfrey Mr. Hang-soo Kim SGT Suk-Kyu Lee 
CPT Eric S. Puis PV2 Patrick Antonie Mr. Bon-Konk Goo Mr. Hoon Kyu Kim Mr. Sung Woo Lee 
W01 Shawn P. Robinson SPC Walter Arnold PFC Matthew Goodman CPL Hwan Kim Mr. Yong-Koo Lee 
2LT Terrance L. Schooler SPC Richard Bachmeier SGT Juan Gordiano Mr. Hyo-Myung Kim CPL Young-kwon Lee 
W01 Roy G. Schuman SFC Lori Baker SPC John Grady Mr. Hyun Chi Kim Mr. Young-woo Lee 
W01 David A. Smitley SFC William Ballard SGT Rocky Graham CPL Hyung-Geun Kim PFC Jean Leon 
CPT Scott A. Spradlin Mr. Dae-Yoo Bang SGT Mark Greenough Mr. In-Joon Kim SPC Jeffery Leonard 

2LT Jesse C. Stanley PFC Nicholas Barber PFC Bobby Groves Mr. In-sang Kim SFC Jerry Lewis 

LTC Edward R. Stephenson PVT Kevin Bergam SGT Connie Gunn Mr. Jin-Bong Kim PFC David Light 

W01 Brian N. Thomas 
SFC Craig Blauvelt SGT Chris Guthrie Mr. Jinsub Kim Mr. Bock-Kyu Lim 

CPT Jeffery B. Thompson 
SGT Michael Boston SGT Chris Guzman Mr. Joo-wan Kim SPC Eric Long 

CPT Joel T. Turner 
PFC Christina Bradley Mr. Dong-SoD Ha CPL Joong-Hyuck Kim PFC Billy Maestas 

2LT Steven B. Waldrop 
SPC Jason Breitenbach PFC Michael Hadley Mr. Jung-Ja Kim PFC Eric Magnuson 

SPC Wallace R. White 
SSG Scotty Brightwell PFC Joseph Hall Mr. Jung-Myung Kim PFC Gina Majer 
SPC Natalie Brooks SSG Faye Hammond- Mr. Kwang-sik Kim PV2 Lucille Manzo 
PFC Tramon M. Brooks Armstrong Mr. Kyung-Ho Kim SPC Aaron Martin 

COLONIAL VIRGINIA CHAPTER SSG Roy Broomfield Mr. Man-Chung Han Mr. Mee-Young Kirn PFC Maryann Marubu 
FORT EUSTIS, VA SSG James Brown SPC Alphonso B. Harper Mr. Mi-Ra Kim SFC Marlon Mason 

SSG Karen R. Coleman SPC Kathleen Burton PV2 Lashonda Harris Mr. Myun-ki Kim SGT Donald Mayers 
SGT Jay M. Butler, Jr. SPC Darie Harvey Mr. Nam-im Kim SGT Jeffrey McGhee 

CORPUS CHRISTI CHAPTER SFC Michael l. Byrd PV2 Craig Hathaway Mr. Pal-gwe Kim SGT Shawn McKay 
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX PFC Christopher Cabrera SPC Christopher G. Mr. Sang Chun Kim PV2 Nicholas McKenney 

Mr. Eusebio Cano SSG William T. Capers, Jr. Havermale Mr. Se-Hi Kim SPC Quincy O. McKoy 

Ms. Hilaria M. Guevara 
SPC John Carlson PFC Michael Hawthorne Mr. Se-woon Kim SGT James McMillion 
SSG Jose Carrillo SSG Marcelino Hazelwood Mr. SeD Kim PFC Sherrell R. McQueen Mr. Rick Harris SPC Miguel Casarez Mr. Kyung-Ja Heo Mr. Seung-je Kim SGT Henrique Miller 
PV2 Ruben Casares PFC Litza Hernandez Mr. Song-Ja Kim SGT Murphy Miller 

EDWIN A LINK MEMORIAL CHAP SPC Alan Chandler PFC Frank Higby Mr. Soo-Man Kim SGT Kelvin Mims 
BINGHAMTON NY AREA Mr. Jae-Hyun Chang PFC Marques Hill Mr. Soon-ja Kim PV2 Joel Mitchell 

Mr. Frank G. Dennis Mr. Yong Woong Chang 
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Mr. Hee-Sung Moon SPC Daniel Ramsey 
PFC Hyuck Moon PFC James D. Reed, Jr. 
Mr. Kwang-Ho Moon PFC Edwina R. Registre 
Mr. Young-Ja Moon SPC William Remillard 
SPC Rodolpho Morales Mr. Chang-Jae Rhee 
PV2 Seniqua Morefield PFC Brian Ribbans 
SPC Thomasa Mosley SGT Carl Rickert 
Mr. Young-gi Mun SPC William Riggs 
SGT Clifford Mundy PVT Tami Riker 
SGT Benjamin Munoz SGT Mary J. Rodriguez 
PFC Andre Murphy PFC Robert C. Rogers 
Mr. Je-Sook Myung PV2 Baily Rosario 
SPC Gavin Newbould SSG William E. Rusch 
Mr. Yong Min No SPC Reginald Rush 
PV2 Christina Oglesby SGT Michael Russell 
Mr. Hyuk-Joo Oh Mr. Choon-Gwang Ryu 
Mr. II Kwon Oh SGT Milton Santiago 
SSG Mark P. Ortman SGT Daniel Santos 
SGT Jason Paganessi SPC Rehina Scantling 
PV2 Lasandra F. Page PV2 Shawn Senecal 
PFC Brian Pardue Mr. Chulgeon Seo 
Mr. Chang Mo Park Mr. Duk-Kyu Seo 
Mr. Chang-Ok Park Mr. Joon-Mo Sea 
Mr. Chongsik Park Mr. Rip-Kyu Seo 
Mr. Eui-Choon Park SPC James Sepik 
Mr. Hee-Jung Park SPC Benjamin Shepard 
Mr. Hyun-Ja Park Mr. Chun Hwan Shim 
Mr. Jong-bae Park SGT Chul-Ho Shin 
Mr. Jong-Shik Park PV2 Hyun-Pil Shin 
PFC Jung-Jae Park Mr. Misun Shin 
Mr. Kwang-Hyun Park SGT Scott Shoop 
Mr. Nam-hee Park SPC Robert H. Shuman 
Mr. Tae Won Park PV2 Teresa Silcott 
Mr. Won Park SPC Warren Simien 
PV2 Woo-Chul Park SGT James Sims 
Mr. Yongjin Park SPC Morgan Skinner 
PFC Chad Parker SSG Jodi Smith 
PFC Jessica Phillips SPC Larone Smith 
SGT Cecil Pilcher Mr. Jung-Shik Sohn 
SGT Marvin Pinckney Mr. Jun-Suh Sohn 
SGT Michael Pitts Mr. Deuk-Kyu Son 
PFC Anthony Platero Mr. Won-ik Son 
SFC George W. Polk, Jr. Mr. Won-suk Son 
PFC Amanda Ponton Mr. Yoo-ri Son 
SGT David Porter PV2 Sung Song 
SGT Gerald Potter Mr Ye-Soon Song 
SPC Nathaniel Quesenberry SGT Alfred Soriano 
Mr. Bong-Ki Ra PVT Lisa Stowell 

AAAA N ational Executive 
Board N omin<;ltions 

In accordance with the AAAA By
Laws, notice is hereby given that in 
addition to the nominations recom-

mended by the Nominations 
Committee f~r those NEB offices 

in which vacancies occur at the time 
of the annual election, Hoor nomi
nations may be made at the Annual 

Conventlon, provided that the 
names of the Hoar nominees appear 

on nomination petitions signed by 
25 AAAA members and said peti
tions are provided to the Chairman 
of the Nominations Committee at 
the AAAA National Oftice at least 
30 days prior to the conduct of the 

AAAA Annual l\Ieeting . 

. - • 

SGT Kevin J. Strakal NORTHERN LIGHTS CHAPTER TENNESSEE VALLEY CHAPTER 
Mr. Sung-Bong Suk FORT WAINWRIGHT/ HUNTSVILLE, AL 
SSG Steven Suralie FAIRBANKS AK Ms. Bonnie M. Buehler 
SGT(P) Tatsuo Tachibana CPT Brian G. Blew Mr. William Cohen 
PV2 Jean N. Thermolice MAJ Terrance J. Dolan SPC Jennifer J. Flannagan 
SPC Cheri Thomas 2LT Daniel J. Miller LTC Harry S. Hamilton, Ret. SSG Ronald W. Thompson 
SPC James Thurman Ms. Anne Louise Jeffrey 

PV2 Mariano Toro OREGON TRAIL CHAPTER Mr. Ron J. Klein 

SGT Antonio Trevino SALEM, OREGON Ms. Sandra Klein 
Mr. Jae Man Um SP4 Edwin R. Thompson Mr. Lawrence E. Sisterman 
Mr. Ki Duk Um 
SPC Richard L. Walden PHANTOM CORPS CHAPTER VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE 
SSG Raymond Washington FORT HOOD, TX LEXINGTON, VA 
SGT Michael Watson COL Benjamin S. Silver, Ret. COT James G. Sheldon 
SPC Daniel Watts CW3 Christopher D. Smith 
SSG Anthony Webster 
SPC Ricky Whitely PIKES PEAK CHAPTER WASHINGTON·POTOMAC 
SPC Jeffery S. Whitfield FORT CARSON, CO CHAPTER 
SSG Norman Wicks SPC Michael Burns WASHINGTON, DC 
SGT Aaron D. Wilkie 

MAJ Robert A. Eaton MG Jerry Ralph Curry, Ret. 
PFC Heather Wilkins Mr. Richard Dacey 
SSG Calvin Williams RAGIN' CAJUN CHAPTER Mr. Brian Dearing 
SPC Shannon Wofford 

FORT POLK, LA Mr. Timothy B. Fleischer Mr. Chong Guk Won 
PV2 Jun-Young Won MAJ Todd Z. Conyers Mr. David Hilton 

SPC Jay D. Woods CPT Gregory S. DeFore Mr. Richard Sackett 
Mr. Doo-Won Yang CW2 Richard L. Lewis SSG Liza M. Sinclair 
Mr. Sang-hoon Yang MAJ J . Mark Sexton Mr. Kenneth A. Wood 
Mr. Won-Shik Yang SFC Brian S. Wood 
Mr. Woojung Yang 

WESTERN NEW YORK Mr. Yeong-hoon Yang SHOWME CHAPTER 
SGT David Yeazell JEFFERSON CITY, MO CHAPTER 
PV2 Jin Yoo COT Steven D. DeVenney ROCHESTER,NY 
Mr. Ki-bock Yoon Mr. L. J. Leo CPT Mark A. Stryker 
Mr. Yong-sub Yoon CW4 Syd Morrow Ms. Melissa A. Verbilia 
Mr. Soo Han Yun 
SPC David Zoblisein 

TALON CHAPTER MEMBERS WITHOUT 
NILE DELTA CHAPTER ILLESHEIM, GERMANY CHAPTER AFFILIATION 

CAIRO, EGYPT SPC Joseph L. Hill LTC Cynthia A. Crowell 
COL John M. Carmichael SPC Daniel J. Laney Mr. Dale A. Hampton 

CPL Michael J. Muller Mr. Don Rowden 
NORTH TEXAS CHAPTER SGT Jeremiah J. Oligario Ms. Rose Sellew 
DALLAS/FORT WORTH SGT Jason L. Perry SGM Larry E. Simon 

Mr. George E. Darsey SPC Joseph T. Wayland 

Mr. John M. Magness Mr. Bruce A. Withers 
Mr. Jack Trowbridge 
Mr. Periklis N. Zorzovilis 

Dr. (Col.) James Hertzog (Ret.), a former flight 
surgeon known to many Army aviators past and pre
sent, died on Jan. 19 in Pennsylvania after a long 
battle with cancer. As a flight surgeon of the 1 st 
Aviation Brigade and USARV in Vietnam 1966-67, 
Col. Hertzog organized and supervised the medical 
support for thousands of Army aviators and flight 
crews flying the 4,000 aircraft that literally were carry
ing the war to the enemy. 

'. 

'. 

Ii 

'I 

At Fort Rucker, R. Hertzog commanded Lyster 
Army Hospital and the Army Aviation Research 
Laboratory and implemented the aeromedical lessons 
learned in combat. He was responsible for the expan
sion of the hospital and participated in the planning 
and design for a new research laboratory building. He 
was widely respected for his aeromedical expertise 
and his compassion. 
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Senate to Vote on Pay Raise/Retirement Bill 
As this article went to press the full Senate was debating S. 

4, the important military pay raise, retirement and education 
benefits package recently approved by the Senate Armed 
Services Committee. TMC strongly supports this measure as 
essential to the reversal of increasingly worrisome retention 
and readiness shortfalls, but some senators have reservations 
about its cost and prefer the more modest Clinton 
Administration plan. The latter plan, while clearly a major 
improvement over past budget proposals, would fix only part of 
the retirement shortfall for members who entered service after 
July 31, 1986, and would not materially reduce the existing 
13.5 percent pay raise gap for a substantial part of the force. 

TMC's view is that budget constraints on needed compensa
tion adjustments have been a major factor in causing the cur
rent readiness crisis, and that significant, aggressive steps 
such as those in S. 4 are needed immediately to reverse the 
situation. Failing to do that risks worse problems that will end 
up being even more expensive to fix . 

To recap, S. 4 would : 
(1) Provide active and reserve component pay raises that 

exceed private sector pay growth by one-half percentage point 
per year for the foreseeable future, starting with a 4.8 percent 
raise on Jan. 1, 2000. 

(2) Provide a one-time special additional raise ranging from 
zero to 5.5 percent (varying by grade and years of service), 
effective July 1, 2000. 

(3) Authorize service members to deposit up to 5 percent of 
their basic pay in the tax-deferred Thrift Savings Plan currently 
available to federal civilian employees. Service secretaries 
would have the discretion to match up to 5 percent of basic 
pay for members in critical skills. 

(4) Authorize service members who first entered service after 
July 31,1986, a choice, upon attaining 15 years of service, 
between the retirement system available to previous service 
entrants (50 percent of highest three-year average basic pay 
after 20 years, with full-inflation COLAs for life) or accepting a 
one-time $30,000 bonus, combined with the reduced post-1986 
retirement plan (known as REDUX, which provides 40 percent 
after 20 years, with CPI-1 percent COLAs); the bonus (and any 
other bonuses payable to the individual) could be put in the tax
deferred savings plan, at the member's option. 

(5) Authorize a special payment of $180 per month to food
stamp-eligible members in grade E-5 or below, with the objec
tive of eliminating that eligibility. 

(6) Enhance Montgomery GI Bill coverage by eliminating the 
$1,200 participant contribution (no refunds for contributions 
already made), allowing service secretaries discretionary 
authority to let members transfer education benefits to their 
immediate family members, and increasing monthly GI Bill 
benefits by about 14 percent. 

Murtha Introduces Pay Raise/REDUX Bill 
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee ranking minority 

member Rep. John Murtha kicked off the pay raise and retire
ment debate in the House by introducing H.R. 500, which mir
rors the Clinton Administration proposals in these areas for 
active duty and reserve component personnel. Last fall, 
Murtha's unsuccessful attempt to include REDUX repeal in the 
fiscal year 1999 Omnibus Appropriations Act first put this 
important readiness issue in the national limelight. REDUX, 
enacted over a decade ago, cut future retired pay value by 
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almost 20 percent for members who first entered service after 
July 31, 1986, but did not affect previous entrants. 

This year the shoe has been on the other foot, and the 
Senate Armed Services Committee has led off by approving 
more extensive legislation (S. 4) involving additional, and 
potentially better, retirement options for REDUX-eligible, as 
well as larger annual pay raises than the Administration pro
posed plus substantial GI Bill improvements. While expressing 
general support for pay raise and REDUX upgrades, House 
Armed Services Committee leaders so far have not endorsed 
any specifics on these matters. 

38 

In a "Dear Colleague" letter to other House members, 
Murtha sounded a note of caution, implying the Administration 
proposal may be all the country can afford. 

At this point, there seems to be less interest in quick action on 
the House side. Leaders of the House Armed Services Committee 
(HASC) have said they plan more deliberate consideration of these 
issues in the normal schedule for the Defense Authorization Bill 
(which is not usually finalized until September or later). While gen
erally supportive of pay and retirement upgrades, HASC leaders 
are leaning toward taking a closer look at the reasons for past 
retirement system reductions and how proposed upgrades address 
current circumstances. Also, HASC leaders hope to include a more 
aggressive strategic missile defense initiative in the Defense 
Authorization Bill than has been supported by the Administration, 
and believe including the popular compensation enhancements in 
that bill will help reduce the chance of a presidential veto. 

Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 
Correction Introduced 

S. 309 (Sen. McCain, R-Ariz.) would count all the time ser
vice members are assigned on military orders away from their 
principal residence as continuous occupancy of that residence 
for capital gains tax exclusion purposes. It would correct an 
oversight in the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, which exempted 
up to $500,000 in homeowner capital gains from federal 
income taxes for homes occupied as a principal residence for 
at least two of the last five years. The new law inadvertently 
penalizes members assigned away from their homes for more 
than three years on government orders, who now find them
selves with substantial tax liabilities when they sell their 
homes. Last year's tax bill , which included a similar provision, 
died because of Senate and Administration concerns about 
funding sources. Prospects look better this year. 
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Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) Offset Proposed 
to be Eliminated Once Again 

H.R. 363 (Rep. Filner, D-Calif) would eliminate the offset to 
the uniformed service Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) that occurs 
at age 62, and provide the survivor a lifetime annuity of 55 
percent of retired pay. Filner has introduced this bill for sever
al consecutive Congresses without winning serious considera
tion for it. To date, there has been little indication that such 
action is likely, despite years of support by military and veter
ans associations. 

Its $500 million annual cost has proved a perpetual stumbling 
block. Based on this experience, TMC believes the best way to 
approach this issue is to push for a series of incremental 
increases in the minimum post-62 SBP annuity over a period of 
years, from 35 percent to 40 percent immediately, then to 45 
percent, 50 percent, etc. We will be working with Filner and oth
ers to pursue such legislation during the current Congress. 

Saxton Introduces Paid-Up SBP Bill 
Rep. Jim Saxton (R-N.J.) has introduced H.R. 601 to 

change the effective date of last year's 30-year paid-up 
Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) authority from 2008 to 2003. 
When the paid-up SBP authority was enacted last year, House 
Budget Committee concerns over costs forced the delayed 
implementation date. This means members who retired after 
1978 will be able to stop paying SBP premiums (while retain
ing full SBP coverage for their survivors) once they have 
attained age 70 and paid SBP premiums for 30 years. But 
earlier retirees will have to wait longer to attain paid-up SBP 
status - up to 36 years for the initial SBP enrollees from 1972. 
This is particularly unfair, since these members also paid high
er premiums during the earlier days of SBP. 

Long-Term Care Insurance Prospects 
Since the president's FY 2000 budget proposed providing 

group long-term care coverage to federal civilian employees 
and retirees, TMC has been working with Administration and 
congressional contacts to ensure uniformed services benefi
ciaries are included in any such legislation. In particular, we've 
been discussing the issue with the staff of the House 
Government Reform Subcommittee on Civil Service, chaired 
by Rep. Joe Scarborough (R-Fla.). 

TMC was disappointed when Scarborough introduced H.R. 
602. That covered federal civilians and retirees, but not ser
vice members. Scarborough's personal staff indicates the 
intent was to avoid delaying introduction of the bill, and they 
will try to include service members during subcommittee 
action this spring . Hopefully, lots of letters to legislators will 
help ensure that happens. 

TMC Urges FEHBP-65 Premium Protection 
The Military Coalition has written Dr. Sue Bailey, (assistant 

secretary of defense for health affairs), urging quick Pentagon 
action to ensure that Medicare-eligible uniformed services 
beneficiaries who enroll in the Federal Employees Health 
Benefits Program (FEHBP-65) test this fall won't have to pay 
premiums Significantly larger than those paid by federal civil
ian enrollees. 

Some concerns on this score have been raised by two rul
ings of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), which 
oversees FEHBP. First, OPM issued guidance that all FEHBP 
plans at each site, no matter how small , must participate in 
the demonstration. Further, because of what seems to be an 
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overly strict interpretation of establishing separate risk pools 
OPM will not allow the various plans to use any of their ' 
reserves to compensate for possible financial risk, as is typi
cally done under FEHBP. 

Unless the Pentagon int~r~e~es to protect test participants, 
the small numbers of beneficiaries at each site, the require
ment for a separate risk pool and the restrictions on the use of 
reserves could force some FEHBP plans (especially the small
er ones) to set premiums very high for uniformed service ben
eficiaries, at least, until they can gather actual claims data for 
this new group. 

TMC is very concerned that high premiums would dampen 
participation in the test and skew the results. Far worse, they 
could create a significant backlash of negative publicity about 
the test, since beneficiaries quite reasonably expect to partici
pate in FEHBP under the same rules and with the same (or 
nearly equivalent) premiums as other federal employees and 
retirees. 

The Coalition urged Bailey to create a Defense Department 
reserve fund for FEHBP plans at each test site - to assure the 
smaller plans they won't be at financial risk in setting premi
ums equivalent to those for federal employees and retirees. 
Since not all of the 66,000 beneficiaries in the test sites will 
actually enroll in FEHBP, there should be ample funds for 
DOD to assume the liability for excess costs, should any 
materialize. 

DOD would not need to find additional money to create the 
reserve, but could use a small part of the $78 million budget
ed for the first full year of the FEHBP-65 test. If it becomes 
apparent (as we believe it will) that claims experience for uni
formed services beneficiaries is no different than for federal 
retirees, there would be no risk for DOD in subsequent years. 

We've urged Bailey to act quickly to reassure FEHBP plan 
managers that DOD is willing to help ease the uncertainty of 
financial risk, since these plans are going to be negotiating 
premiums within the next few weeks. 

Key Senators Propose Tricare Upgrade 
Senators Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-Texas), Wayne Allard (R

Colo.) and Chuck Hagel (R-Neb.) have introduced a bill aimed 
at enhancing the Tricare military health care system. With 
tests of Medicare subvention and FEHBP-65 underway or 
pending enrollment later this year, The Military Coalition will 
be redoubling efforts this year to effect much-needed Tricare 
upgrades, and this bill is the opening legislative shot on that 
issue. The sponsorship of Armed Services Personnel 
Subcommittee Chairman Allard is very important, since his 
subcommittee has oversight responsibility for this issue. 

Specifically, S. 350 would: (1) require Tricare to provide 
coverage that is "substantially similar" to the largest health 
care plan offered under the Federal Employees' Health 
Benefits Program, considering premiums and out-of-pocket 
costs; (2) ensure beneficiaries enrolled in one Tricare region 
can receive care in any other region; (3) require DOD to "mini
mize" the authorization or certification requirements imposed 
on beneficiaries as a condition of access to benefits (pre
authorization and non-availability statements requirements) ; 
(4) require claims-processing practices similar to the best 
commercial practices; and (5) authorize the secretary of 
defense to increase Tricare reimbursement levels to providers 
if necessary to ensure an adequate number of providers under 
the Tricare program. These requirements would have to be 
completed within one year of enactment. 
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New Chapter Officers 
America's First Coast: 

CWO 4 William R. Halevy, Pres.; Capt. 
James D. Lord, Sec.; Sfc. Chris T. 

Wollla, Treas.; 1 Lt. William B. Bradley, 
VP Membership Enrollment; 1 st Lt. 

Dudley R. Capps, VP Programs 

Colonial Virginia: 
Lt. Co. Mark Bingaman, Sr. V.P.; Lt. 
Col. Robert S. Saunders, V.P. Prog. 

Edwin A. Link: 
Ms. Judy L. Roberts, Secretary 

North Texas: 
Robert (Bob) A. Brady, Pres.; Mr. Ray 
Swindell, Sr. V.P.; Mr. Wally Herzog, 
Sec.; Mr. Thomas J. Daley, Treas.; Mr. 
Terry Reininger, V.P. Indus. Relations; 

Mr. Bob Reschak, V.P. 
MembershipfTicket Sales; Mr. Jim 

Barkley, V.P. Public Affairs; Mr. John M. 
Magness, V.P. Programs; Mr. Garry Bass, 
Asst. V.P. Programs; Advisory Board: Mr. 

Jim Schwalbe, Mr. Tom Russell, Mr. 
Eddie Moore, Mr. Leroy Worm. 

Talon: 
1 st Lt. Anthony J. Cassino, Treasurer. 

AAAA Soldiers 
of the Month 

A Chapter Program to Recognize 
Outstanding Aviation Soldiers 

011 a Monthly Basis 

Spc. Corinna V. Capraun 
October 1998 

(Talon Chapter) 

Jennifer J. Flannagan 
january 1999 

(Tennessee Valley Chapter) 

Spc. David C. Smith 
july 1998 

(Talon Chapter) 

SP4 Edwin R. Thompson 
February 1999 

(Oregon Trail Chapter) 

Javier L. Velasco 
February 1999 

(Tennessee Valley Chapter) 

Sgt.!E-5 Williams H. Welborn 
March 1999 

(Oregon Trail Chapter) 

AAAA Soldier 
of the Quarter 

A Chapter Program to Recognize 
Outstanding Aviation Soldiers 

on a Quarterly Basis 

Spc. Wallace R. White 
1st Qtr. 1999 

(Aviation Center Chapter) 

1999 Top ROTC Cadet 
Cadet joshua A. Nanes 

AAAA NCO 
of the Quarter 

A Chapter Program to 
Recognize Outstanding NCOs 

on a Quarterly Basis 

Sgt. Santino Maestas 
1st Qtr. 1999 

(Aviation Center Chapter) 
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AAAA Instructor 
of the Quarter 

A Chapter Program to 
Recognize Outstanding 

Instructors on a Quarterly Basis 
Ssg. Karen R. Coleman 

1 st Quarter FY 99 
(Colonial Virginia Chapter) 

New AAAA Life Members 
cwo 5 Myron F. Babcock 

Ms. Debbie l. Berry 
Lt. Col. Carolyn A. Carroll 
Maj. Forrest l. Carpenter 

Mr. Jerry D. Craig 
Mrs. Sue A. Ference 

2nd Lt. Arthur W. Galloway 
Lt. Col. Reginald R. Gillis 

Lt . Col. Allan G. johnston , Ret. 
Capt. David R. Kramer 
Lt. Col. james C. Miller 
Col. Austin R. Omlie 

Col. Larry N. Osborn, Ret. 
Lt. Col. Terrance L. Reininger, Ret. 
Lt. Col. Sidney l. Strickland, Ret. 

New AAAA Order of St. 
Michael Recipients 

Mr. Thomas L. House (Gold) 
CSM Clifton P. O'Brien (Silver) 
1 Sgt. Robert G. Wilson (Bronze) 
1 Sgt. Lawrence E. Lewis (Bronze) 
1 Sgt. Miriam C. Wallace (Bronze) 
CWO 4 Barry L. Baker (Bronze) 

CWO 4 Mark F. Dyment (Bronze) 
CWO 4 Hal D. Meeks (Bronze) 

Csm. S.helby D. Watson (Bronze) 
Maj. Louis A. Vogler (Bronze) 

CWO 3(P) Dodd M. Day (Bronze) 
Maj. Terry j. jamison (Bronze) 

Mr. William D. Lapham (Bronze) 
Mr. Tony Karpinski (Bronze) 

SIc. Roy Moser (Bronze) 
CWO 3 Nelson R. Lubold (Bronze) 

Capt. Kevin D. Mobley (Bronze) 
1 Sgt. George E. Ward (Bronze) 

CWO 3 Thomas Ward (Bronze) 
Lt. Col. jerry D. Scott (Bronze) 

Maj . Richard M. Beckinger (Bronze) 
1 Sgt. Melvin V. Moton (Bronze) 

Aces 
The following members 

have been recognized as Aces 
for their signing up five 

new members each. 

Mr. William j. Cannon 
CWO 3 Roger A. Graf 

Lt. Col. Michael F. McClellan, Ret. 

New AAAA 
Industry Members 

Belzon Inc. 
MacSema, Inc. 

Radian Incorporated 

In Memoriam 
Lt. Col. Marion E. Avrett 
Col. Dennis M. Boyle 

CWO 2 Robert L. Brown 
Maj . Gen. Emil L. Konopnicki 

Lt. Gen. G. P. Seneff, Jr. 
CSM Kenneth R. Weast 
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ARMY AVIATION 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

49 Richmondville Avenue, Westport, CT 06880-2000 
Phone: (203) 226-8184 • E-Mail: aaaa@quad-a.org 

PRESIDENT 
MG John D. Robinson, Ret. 

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
MG Carl H. McNair, Jr., Ret. 

SECRETARY -TREASURER 
LTG Merle Freitag, Ret. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
William R. HalTis, Jr. 

PAST PRESIDENTS 
LTG Hany W. O. Kinnard, Ret. 
LTG John M. Wright, Jr. , Ret. 
LTG Robelt R. Williams, Ret. 
MG George S. Beatty, Jr., Ret. 

COL John W. Marr, Ret. 
MG James C. Smith, Ret. 

MG George W. Putnam, Jr., Ret. 
MG StOlY C. Stevens 

BG James M. Hesson, Ret. 
MG Charles F. Drenz, Ret. 
MG Ben L. Harrison, Ret. 

MG Richard E. Stephenson, Ret. 

PAST EXECUTIVE 
VICE PRESIDENT 

Althur H. Kesten 

REGIONAL PRESIDENT 
USAREUR Region-AAAA 

COL David F. Sale, Ret. 

NATIONAL MEMBERS-AT
LARGE EMERITUS 

Joseph P. Cribb ins 
COL John J. Stanko, Jr., Ret. 

VICE PRESIDENTS 
LTG William H. Forster, Ret. 

MG Robert S. Frix, Ret. 
CW5 Jodie R. Glover 
MG Clyde A. Hennies 

LTG Jack Y. Mackmull, Ret. 
William J. May III 
Daniel J. RubelY 

NATIONAL MEMBERS 
AT-LARGE 

LTG Ronald E. Adams 
BG Hany H. Bendorf, Ret. 

COL Sylvester C. Berdux, Jr., Ret. 
MAJ. James R. Bullinger 

MAJ CUlt S. Cooper 
SGM Jeffrey R. Culp 

COL Robelt E. Godwin 
CSM Edward Iannone 

CW5 Randolph W. Jones 
LTC Beth Ganity Marchman, Ret. 

COL Daniel J. McGraw 
LTG Ellis D . Parker, Ret. 

CW4 Joseph L. Pisano, Ret. 
MG John M. Riggs 
James P. Schwalbe 

SFC Pamela L. Shugart 
MG James R. Snider 

COL Harry W. TOlVnsend, Ret. 
BG Rodney D. Wolfe, Ret. 

COL Howard W. Yellen 

NATIONAL STANDING 
COMNUTTEECHAIRMEN* 

Allillfioll Wm.,.m/f 
Officers: 

CW5 Ralldolph W. JOlles 

By-Laws & Legal: 
COL Johll w: Man; Ret. 

Company Grade Officers: 
MAJ Curl S. Cooper 

COlltmct Review: 
MG Carl H McNab; JI: , Ret. 

COllvelltioll: 
}.Ill: William R. Hm1"is 

Elllisted: 
CSM Edward lallllolle 

Fiscal: 
LTG Merle Freitag, Ret. 

Hall of Fame Board 
ofTl'llstees: 

MG George W. Putllam, Ji:, Ret. 

Jlldl/stl)' Affairs: 
MI: William J. May III 

Membership: 
MG Carl H McNail; JI :, Ret. 

Nomillatillg: 
MG Richard E. Slephellson, Ret. 

Reserve Compollellt Affi/irs: 
COL Robert E. Godwill 
COL David J. McGraw 

Resoll/tiolls: 
LTG Jack V. Mackmull, Ret. 

Strategic Planllillg: 
BG Han)1 H Belldorf," 

USAF, Ret. 

Natiollal Appoilltmellts! 
Archil,ist: 

MI: Arthur H K estell 

Mllse/1II1 Liaisoll: 
MG GeOige S. Beatty, JI :, Ret. 

Parlialllelltariai/: 
COL John W. Man; ReI. 

The Militmy Coalitioll (TMC) 
Represelltatives: 

COL Sylvester C. BerdIL\", JI: , Ret. 
MG Charles F. Drellz, Ret., Altemale 

*COlltllct the Natiol/al Office 
for P. O. C. illformatioll 

203-226-8184 
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The Adjutant General for the State of Alabama, MG 
Clyde A. Hennies, (left), received the Gold Order of 
Saint Michael award at a 14 January 1999 luncheon in 
Montgomery, Alabama. Presenting the award was LTG 
Ellis D. Parker, Ret. , (right) the former Director of the 
Army Staff and Army Aviation Branch Chief. MG 
Hennies was recognized for his outstanding achieve
ments over 40 years in Army Aviation especially as the 
commander of the Task Force 160, Commander of the 
Army Safety Center, and his most recent assignment 
as the TAG. MG Hennies retired on 15 January 1999. 

Helicopter Pioneer Bartram Kelley Dies 

Famed belicopter designer and longtime Bell Helicopter executive 
Bart.-am K elley died Dec. 17 at the age of 89. 

Kelley and a friend signed their fint design contract with Bell 
Aircraft Company in 1941 , and ultimately played a major role in the 
design of Bell's famous Model 47. A helicopter pilot himself, Kelley 

went on to design Bell's pioneeling Model 209 - which became the 
Anny's AH-I Cobra - and participated in the design of virtually 
evelY other Bell helicopter produced through the mid-1970s. 

During the course of his career with Bell, Kelley served as both 
director of engineering and senior vice president for engineering 
before his 1975 retirement from the company after 35 years' ser
vice. His distinguished ro le in the development of rotary-wing 
aviation led to honoralY fe llowships in both the American 
Helicopter Society and the Royal Aeronautical Society. 

Kelley is slUvived by his wife, Dorthea Nolte Kelley, three sons 
and eight grandchildren. 

Fort Rucker 
ALTC Luncheon 

On Wednesday 3 February 1999 the Command Sergeants 
Major and Brigade Commanders assembled at Fort Rucker 
for the Aviation Leaders Training Conference (ALTC) attend
ed a working lunch hosted by AAAA to discuss what AAAA 
can better do to serve the needs of today's soldiers. AAAA 
President MG Dave Robinson, Ret. presented a series of 
slides showing what AAAA had accomplished over the last 
year and goals for the next. A lively give and take then 
ensued with all parties offering ideas and suggestions on how 
AAAA should be shaped for the future. 

Corpus Christi Chapter 

The Corpus Christi Chapter is partnered with 100 fifth graders at Luther 
Jones Elementary School, and helped organize a recent visit to the school 
by an aircraft and personnel from Corpus Christi Army Depot. The visit was 
undertaken as part of Fifth Dimension by the Corpus 
Christi Business 
Alliance to bring a 
special event to the 
stUdents monthly. 
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Colonial 
Virginia Chapter 

Colonel Louis A. Bonham (left) 
presented the Order of SI. Michael 
Bronze Award to Mr. Walter J. 
Mileham on Feb. 11 , 1999. Mileham 
was recognized for his outstanding 
contributions in the training of 67Rs. 
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Two Bronze Order of St. Michael Awards 
were given during the Jan. 5 Nile Delta 
Chapter General Membership Meeting. 
Recipients were Mr. James G. Aderholdt 
(left) and Lt. Col. William A. Tucker Jr. 
(right). Awards were presented by Maj. 
Gen. Ward, Chief of OMC, Embassy, 
Cairo, Egypt. 

AAAA Annual Turkey and Skeet Shoot 
The first annual Daleville Chamber of Commerce and Army 

Aviation Association of America Turkey and Skeet Shoot was held 
recently at the Fort Rucker Skeet Club. 

More than 380 people turned out Friday and Saturday for the 
Turkey Shoot and 100 people participated in the Skeet Shoot, 
winning 150 turkeys and door prizes donated by several business
es in Daleville. 

During the Turkey Shoot 10 shooters lined-up, side-by-side, and 
shot at a target for a guaranteed winner. The winner was whoever 
shot closest to the bullseye. 

The Skeet Shoot, which involved five-person teams, actually 
consisted of two events and a total of 50 rounds. The first 25 
rounds were used for cross targets. The second part of the skeet 
shoot was the trap shoot. Occupying ranges one through four of 
the Skeet Club, Skeet Shooter teams were striving to win first 
place and the Top Gun individual shooter. But it was John 
Campbell who took home the Top Gun title . 

The first-place winners in the team skeet shoot received a total 
of $100, which they split five ways, and each team member also 
received a turkey, a free round of skeet and a box of ammunition. 

- Maj. Mike Negard 

The three Army Aviators of the 1999 Air War College class, from left to right, 
It. Col . Douglas R. Eller (enroute to the NTC), Lt. Col. Thomas C. Johnson 
(enroute to PACOM), and Lt. Col. Warner D. Farr, (enroute to JSOC). 
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Brig. Gen. Charles M. Burke, (left) commander of the U.S. Army 
Safety Center, and Maj. Gen. Anthony R. Jones, commander of the 
U.S. Aviation Center and Fort Rucker, take aim during the first annu
al Daleville, Ala ., Chamber of Commerce and Army Aviation 
Association of America Turkey and Skeet Shoot on Feb. 5, 1999. 

rr April 26-29. 
Cargo Helicopter Users 
Conference, Sparkman Center, 
Huntsville, AI. Lodging at 
Holiday Inn Research Park. 
Contact Patty Barron (256) 313·4409; 
e-mail: barronp@peoavn.redstone.army.mil. 

rrMay 9-12. AAAA Annual Convention, Opryland 
Hotel, Nashville, TN. 

crMay 9. AAAA National Executive Board Meeting, 
Opryland Hotel, Nashville, TN. 

rrMay 10. AAAA Scholarship Foundation, Inc. 
Governors Meeting, Opryland Hotel, Nashville, TN. 

rrMay 25-27. American Helicopter Society 
Forum, Montreal, Canada. 
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No other company is more qualified to provide world class logistics 
support to a broad spectrum of customers than Raytheon Aerospace. 

Unmatched capabilities. Unparalleled aviation support products 
and services. Raytheon Aerospace brings the best value around the 
globe to the U.S. Government and commercial sector. 

Aerospace Company 
555 Industrial Drive So. Madison, MS 39110 
Telephone 601-856-2274 Fax 601-856-8006 



PRESENTING THE ENHANCED COLLINS FMS-800 - the 

military flight management system that truly has it all. 

Including full FAA TSO-C129a approval. The TSO covers 

en route, oceanic approach and terminal phases of 

flight, enabling military aircraft to meet the GPS-based 

navigation requirements of global air traffic management 

(GATM). And to operate without civilian airspace 

restrictions. The FMS-800 is currently installed aboard 

a variety of military aircraft, including the MH-60, CH-47, 

KC-135, KC-10, C-130, C-160, C-9 and C-12 . You see, as 

the systems integrator of total solutions that are ready 

for the future, we're ready today. So enter unrestricted 

airspace. Call us today and prepare for tomorrow. 

319.295.5100. 

www.collins.rockwell.com/government·systems 

Rockwell 
Collins 




